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Abstract
In today’s world, global manufacturing requires parts supplied from countries all over
the world. Affordable labor cost in developing countries, coupled with the proximity to raw
materials often lead to parts being manufactured thousands of miles away from the end
customers. This thesis focuses on parts and sub-assemblies that are procured from suppliers
offshore. These parts and sub-assemblies are manufactured/assembled at plants in the United
States (U.S.) with end customers who are not only located in the U.S. In general, Third Party
Logistics (3PL) providers handle the supply chain aspects of companies so that the
manufactureers can focus on their core competency of manufacturing the products. The supply
chain risks of outsourcing entity supply chain services and in specific transportation services
include, but not limited to:
1. Communication failure
2. Conflict of interest in managing transport prioritization of goods
3. Unreliable service level.
Given these considerations it is important to be able to predict the expected delivery
times of supplies. Moreover, in recent years the ability to collect large amounts of data and
the proliferation of cloud paltforms provide high volume data and easy accessibility. This
thesis describes a data driven approach to predict the shipment duration using the datasets
available in a cloud based supply chain platform. Each record in the datasets contains travel
(shipment number, route, load type, etc.) and time (date arrived at port of loading, date left
port of loading, etc.) information of components and whole goods sent by the 3PL. The
datasets were created from multiple 3PL who are responsible for the shipments. Formatting
standards of incoming records were controlled using Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).

In this work regression techniques and tree based models were used. The data was
divided into training and testing sets and the models were compared. The prediction accuracy
(based upon shipment duration) was used as a comparative measure. The model with the
highest coefficient of determination (R2) and lowest root mean square error (RMSE) was
chosen for the final application.
Several data visualization techniques were proposed and exercised to provide insights
for supply chain visibility purposes. Furthermore, the best model was calibrated and tuned on
different parameters to achieve the optimal settings. The experiment was concluded by
expressing the final accuracy of the model and possible future works to improve the model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides the motivation that led to this thesis. A discussion on the tools
and techniques used is provided. A list of contributions to tackle the issue of supply chain
forecasting follows before this chapter ends with an outline of this thesis.

1.1

Motivation
By the end of 2014, $381 billion worth of direct investment was channeled from one

country to another in global manufacturing (UNCTAD, 2014). Affordable labor cost in
developing countries, coupled with the proximity to raw materials often lead to parts being
manufactured thousands of miles away from the consumers. For example, a product may have
their components manufactured from multiple facilities in China before being assembled in
the U.S.. Some of these products may end up being transported to distribution centers in
Mexico who ship these products to their loyal customers located in Italy. Global
manufacturing is now the means for companies to stay monetarily competitive in mass
production.
To create a supply chain flow, domain experts and executives (decision makers)
generate manufacturing and sales forecasts with respect to the markets’ demand. This
information would then be rolled to suppliers and manufacturers for resource planning. The
funds, product, and information that is being transferred from suppliers to end customers (or
vice versa) are subject to supply chain risks such as, but not limited to, insufficient credits due
to currency exchange, non-conforming products, and incomplete data (Ravindran and
Warsing, 2013).
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With global manufacturing forming the basis of mass production, seldom would
producers and decision makers be located in proximity to one another. Cloud based supply
chain platform, in response, enters the landscape of global manufacturing to help fill the void
in inventory tracking, yard management, and data acquisition (Holtkamp et al., 2010). Records
of shipments are populated in the cloud platform’s data warehouse such that domain experts
may have access to the logistics of their business around the clock. The cloud based supply
chain platform often would act as data repository for business intelligence (BI) platforms.
Given the presence of information such as shipment route and date, there exists an
expected arrival time for any parts and/or finished product from one origin to its destination.
To accurately forecast a shipment duration, one would need to quantify the effects of
disruptions toward shipment’s duration in addition to the available set of information that
pertains to the shipment. In this thesis, attempts to tackle the data-rich, information-sparse
environment of the logistic system was made using descriptive (listing events and their
correlation to disruption) and computational (R programming) approach relevant to the issue.
The benefits of such predictive models that utilize the already present data repository
are listed in Table 1.1.1.
Table 1.1.1 Benefits of prediction model in supply chain management

For the company
 Transparency of providers
 Decreasing shortage cost
 Decreasing holding cost
 Less stagnant cash flow
 Better manufacturing resource planning

For third party logistic providers
 Quality assurance with respect to transit
time
 Clear key performance index
 Quantitative understanding of
company’s shipment prioritization
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1.2

Problem Discussion
REL Consultancy in 2013 conducted a survey on the working capital of publicly traded

companies in the U.S.. Top public companies in the U.S. have more than $1 trillion tied up in
working capital (REL, 2013) and the number of individuals employed to be responsible of
working capital in the U.S. totaled to 6 million (Ravindran, 2016). The trade-off between lead
time (high quality service) vs. upkeep costs (low efficiency service) is the nature of the market.
In Figure 1.2.1 below, the U.S. business logistics cost in 2014 is provided.
Consider the case of multiple-tiered
suppliers in global manufacturing settings. The
just-in-time manufacturing approach to minimize
inventory is vulnerable to special causes (labor
strikes, natural disasters, etc.) which will cripple
facilities’ throughput. Forecasting shipment
duration accurately under adverse logistics
environment will be beneficial in terms of cutting
down the aforementioned inventory costs (Babaï
and Dallery, 2005). In this thesis, the emphasis is
on providing a data-driven approach to discover
hidden trends and/or events that affect the
shipment duration.
The presence of a supply chain cloud
platform has opened new possibilities in the field
of supply chain. In this thesis, the business
Figure 1.2.1 Logistics cost for the U.S. in 2014 (Robinson, 2015)
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intelligence software MicroStrategy was used as our primary visualization tools.
MicroStrategy is a provider of business intelligence, mobile software, and cloud-based
services (MicroStrategy, 2016). The introduction of online analytical processing (OLAP) in
2009 for MicroStrategy is useful for two things. One, it provides an answer to approach multidimensional analytical (MDA) queries. Two, it allows users to drill down through the database
to any level of detail from the relational database. The ability to connect R with the BI platform
provides MicroStrategy with predictive analytics capabilities on the available electronic data
interchange (EDI) stored in the metadata repository.
In a vacuum, one might see this as a straightforward problem where the inputs are
available and the machine learning algorithms are at our disposal. Unfortunately, the current
era of data security has led to several conflict of interests which hinder the possibility of an
ideal machine learning environment. For example, the notable challenges in acquiring better
or more data include the following:


Ports are unwilling to share port utilization data



Competitors who share the same cloud platform are unwilling to share data



Data entries often are not standardized in lower tier suppliers

1.3

Problem Definition
The relevant problem for this thesis is the shipment duration prediction of two things:

(1) components procured from other countries to assembly plants in the U.S., and (2) whole
goods shipped from plants in the U.S. to end customers around the world. Components are
defined as any parts or sub-assemblies gathered from suppliers around the world. Components
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do not require additional manufacturing processes and hence are considered an inventory until
assembled to the whole goods.
Whole goods are defined as the finished products which have received the final
increments of value through manufacturing or assembly operations in our plants. After
receiving the final increments of value, whole goods are allocated for delivery, sales, or
inventory. Whole goods consume the inbound components and any manufactured raw
materials. Raw materials which are used for in-house manufacturing are not considered as
components since they require additional manufacturing processes. Raw materials, in general,
are considered out of the scope of this thesis because the datasets do not include manufacturing
logs of these raw materials.
Let there be a set of suppliers 𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑖 , ports of loading 𝑙1 , 𝑙2 , … , 𝑙𝑗 , ports of
discharge 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , … , 𝑑𝑘 , and manufacturing plants 𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … , 𝑝𝑙 , in a given scenario. A
manufacturing plant requires components 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑚 to complete an assembly of its
products. Furthermore, in this scenario, these components would be assembled to finished
products (whole goods) 𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , … , 𝑔𝑛 which are sold to the dealers (buyers) 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , … , 𝑏𝑜 . For
each procurement, a physical transportation is necessary and handled by 3PL (providers)
𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , … , 𝑟𝑝 to deliver the components and whole goods. In Figure 1.3.1, the general entity
flow for components delivery is provided. Third-party logistics provider delivers components
from the supplier to the designated plant and a separate 3PL delivers whole goods from the
plant to the designated buyers. Often the suppliers and plants are located in different continents.
Therefore, origin and destination transactions are from different continents.
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Figure 1.3.1 Entity flow for components delivery

Most often, this global manufacturing setting necessitates the presence of
intercontinental sea-based transportation. In general, components are delivered in containers
to port of loading (POL) by suppliers either by trucks or trains. Then, the container would be
carried by a ship to a port of discharge (POD) where further land routes (truck or train) would
be necessary to complete the shipment to the plant. During a shipment, a container often would
be directed to a container yard before loading to or after unloading from a ship. These buffers
in between transportation steps and corresponding modes create idle times which vary
according to several variables such as location, utility of ports, availability of suppliers, etc.
In Figure 1.3.2, the general entity flow for whole goods delivery is provided.
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Figure 1.3.2 Entity flow for whole goods delivery

In the components scenario, a combination of supplier-POL-POD-plant transporting a
particular component 𝑐𝑚 is called a shipment lane. Similarly for the whole goods scenario, a
combination of plant-POL-POD-buyer transporting a particular whole goods 𝑔𝑛 is called a
shipment lane. Providers would bid for the rights to provide service of these shipment lanes
when a company releases the bidding list. Once the bidding has been finalized, a primary
provider would be assigned to the shipment lane. One or many backup providers may be
present to ensure supply chain resilience to provider unavailability.

1.4

Methodology
A supply chain is established to deliver components and products from one location

to another. Each component or product would have an origin and destination assigned to it for
the completion of each delivery (shipment). An actual shipment duration 𝑇𝑖 exists for a
7

corresponding shipment. To complete a shipment, 3PL must successfully transport the
components or whole goods from an origin to a destination node. In an enterprise resource
planning system, a forecasted shipment duration 𝐹𝑖 is assigned to each shipment. To
effectively forecast the shipment duration of a shipment, an optimal forecasted shipment
duration 𝐹𝑖∗ exists such that 𝐹𝑖∗ ≜

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
|𝑇 − 𝐹𝑖 |.
𝐹𝑖 ≥ 0 𝑖

In the enterprise settings, it is imperative to accurately forecast all shipments instead
of one single shipment. Furthermore, weighted importance of a shipment may be necessary to
reflect the supply chain cost 𝑤𝑖 (holding, shortage, demurrage, etc.). Therefore, a vector 𝐹 of
optimal forecasted shipment duration exists for each lane 𝑖 that minimizes the overall cost of
supply chain for the company. That is, 𝐹 =

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
∑ 𝑤𝑖 |𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 |. This paper exhibits a data𝐹𝑖 ≥ 0

driven approach to create the optimal vector of forecasted shipment duration.
Consider a scenario wherein there exists records of all shipments from January 1,
2011 to May 1, 2015. Each record in the datasets contains travel (shipment number, route,
load type, etc.) and time (date arrived at port of loading, date left port of loading, etc.)
information of components and whole goods sent by the 3PL. The datasets were grouped into
two, those which record whole goods and those which record components. Grouping these
datasets are necessary as components and whole goods differ in data structure, as later will be
discussed in Chapter 5. The datasets were created from multiple 3PL who are responsible for
the shipments. The formatting standards of incoming records were controlled using Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI).
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The relationship between travel time information and shipment duration can be
complex. As such, the relationship is usually determined empirically using past shipment
records. The EDI generated by 3PLs were compiled and extracted into two Excel sheets. One
which records shipments for all components while another for whole goods from January 2011
to May 2015.
The goal is to find a set of deterministic estimates for all shipment lanes. Using past
shipment records, regression techniques and tree based models were invoked to seek patterns
from the travel time information. Taking into account external factors such as seasonal
demand spike and public holidays, these estimates were generated to minimize the difference
of days between actual and predicted shipment durations.
The data was divided into training and testing sets and the models were compared. The
prediction accuracy (based upon shipment duration) was used as a comparative measure. The
model with the highest coefficient of determination (R2) and lowest root mean square error
(RMSE) was chosen for the final application.
Considering the case of missing data entries, one would disregard these entries if the
model would perform satisfactorily with solely the clean data entries. If this is not the case,
additional information needs to be inferred from the missing data entries. This thesis
demonstrates techniques to gather information by treating the data as structurally missing. The
ability to infer from missing columns would position the prediction model on a higher level
robustness and applicability in the industry (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013).
The training set was pre-processed and trained into eight models for the particular
supply chain problem. Regression type families and decision/tree type models were made
available through the caret package in R (Kuhn, 2012). Each model was trained through 5
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cross-validation and 3 repeats in the algorithm. The performance metrics of each model were
RMSE and R2. Given the best-fitted model out of the eight mentioned before, granularity level
of the data was varied to combat over-fitting. Trade-off between accuracy and computing time
was addressed here for feasibility and operations purposes.

1.5

Contributions
The overall purpose of this thesis is to provide shipment duration forecast using

machine learning algorithms and visualize these forecasts using MicroStrategy. For all
components and whole goods, shipments are initiated by 3PL and are recorded using the EDI.
The following is the list of contributions:
1. Generate real-time shipment duration forecast using the travel time information in
the EDI.
2. Compute differences between actual and predicted shipment durations across
multiple aggregate levels for enterprise resource planning.
3. Visualize the relationship between states in the U.S. with the shipment duration
deviation.

1.6

Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the supply

chain system of interest. It explains the scope of the problem and parts of the company that
are considered as its core businesses. Further discussions about the information, product, and
funds that flow from the origin to terminal location are available in this chapter. In addition,
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a notable explanation of how the company release biddings to the third party logistic providers
and define contract terms would close the chapter.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to provide insights on the data. It gives a detailed view of
available attributes and its description, in addition to the data dimensions and time span. From
this dataset, the exact problem definition is described in Chapter 4 while a thorough
methodology to complete the objectives is outlined in Chapter 5. Chapter 4 defines the
quantitative performance metrics used for evaluation while Chapter 5 deals with the required
steps to retrieve such performance metrics from a prediction model.
Chapter 6 and 7 are dedicated towards the analysis of our current data. Here,
explanations of how the dataset is being pre-processed to fit the model are given in detail,
including examples of the pseudo-code. Chapter 6 concludes with an algorithm deemed as
best fitted to tackle the research objectives after cross-comparison with respect to other
algorithms. In addition, the parameters and granularity level were specified for optimal results.
Chapter 7 deals with the computational aspects, e.g. final accuracy, run time, and
important factors. This chapter also provides graphical examples of the data visualization
techniques deemed effective in supply chain analytics. Finally, a summary of results and
topics for further research would be listed at the end of discussion.
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Chapter 2
Literature Survey

Machine learning is applied to various domains such as biology, social media, and
finance. Machine learning in supply chains is a less explored domain. The emergence of global
manufacturing has opened up new avenues for applying machine learning techniques in the
supply chain domain. The presence of standardized data in supply chain provides
opportunities to supply chain analytics which is gaining importance day by day. This chapter
aims to provide a comprehensive summary of the literature currently present in the field of
supply chain analytics (and analytics itself). This chapter first explains concepts which are
currently present in the aforementioned field. Then, the latest approaches in travel time
prediction were presented. In this thesis, the words “shipment duration prediction” and “travel
time prediction” interchangeably. Shipment duration prediction is a part of travel time
prediction and hence can be abstracted from the latter.
2.1

Machine Learning in Supply Chain Analytics
2.1.1 Current Fields of Application
The current supply chain environment provides manufacturers access to countless

suppliers around the world. Having information of the cost and capabilities of suppliers, the
global manufacturing environment helps to increase competition which in turn reduces price.
Firms have realized the importance of sharing information and integration across stakeholders
in the supply chain. Full collaboration from all participants in a supply chain is ideal, but a
number of factors hamper real progress in this direction (Carbonneau et al., 2008). For
example, suppliers may block information of how much of their production is being consumed
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by a certain manufacturer to hinder pricing leverage. Third party logistics are not willing to
share their delivery data to protect companies from their respective competitors. This list of
power struggle, data security issues, and conflict of interests may go on.
Considering the nature of global supply chain, the slightest distortion in demand signal
or information may result in large, random behavior in the output of the chaotic system
(bullwhip effect). An answer to combat demand signal distortion ideally is by information
sharing, since it minimizes the gap between ideal and reality of an integrated supply chain
(Carbonneau et al., 2008). Due to the factors aforementioned hindering full collaboration, an
alternative is being sought on how to best tackle the incomplete demand information.
Employing methods of artificial intelligence in conjunction with heuristic mathematical
models have been proven to effectively fill in the absence of full information (Kadaba et al.,
1991).
Machine learning methods which stem from artificial intelligence and knowledgebased systems utilize symbolic representation for reasoning. Agents which collectively define
a system, learn from previous experience (historic records) using associative memory
capabilities for decision making. A significant part of integrating machine learning to any
supply chain system is the data architecture design. Users must be aware of which data to
process and which feature to extract in order to ensure effective application. The vehicle
routing (Kadaba et al., 1991) and demand forecasting (Carbonneau et al., 2008) problem are
some of the aspects in supply chain where machine learning has been able to show direct
applicability. As this research focuses on shipment duration prediction, further elaboration
will be done on only the travel time prediction literature.
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2.1.2 Motivation
The movement of product, funds, and information are imperative in any supply chain
flow. Funds may travel electronically and information may be conveyed digitally, but products
require physical transportation to complete the supply chain flow regardless of technology.
The travel time prediction (TTP) is the major trend to promote the current application of
travel-time information (Lin et al., 2005). In both transportation and logistics fields,
forecasting traffic and travel time is the impetus rather than relying on real-time information.
Accurate TTP allows the public to be proactive in their travel decisions at both pre-trip
planning and en-route (Ishak and Al-Deek, 2002).
Even though TTP revolves around human, vehicles, and their facilities, the difference
in travel-times may be significant given other main factors related to travel time prediction.
For example, there have been previous studies including holiday and special incidents (Karl
et al., 1999), signal delay (Wu C. F., 2001), weather conditions (Chien and Kuchipudi, 2003),
traffic operation and congestion level.
Lin, Zito, and Taylor suggests that the use of historical data estimation is not as useful
as AI based techniques (Lin et al., 2005). It is also known that the greater the length of the
forecasting period, the higher the prediction error is (Kisgyorgy and Rilett, 2002).
The current literature suggests little incorporation of supply chain systems knowledge
in TTP. If the prediction of travel-time can focus on logistics purposes, using logistics and
management concepts to collect travel-time data from logistics sectors, such as the detailed
delivery records, the development of commercial freight scheduling would become more
flourishing and faster (Lin et al., 2005).
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It is known that TTP information provides road users the ability to organize travel
schedule pre-trip and en-trip. It helps to save transport operation cost and reduce
environmental impacts due to traffic and mis-estimation (Lin et al., 2005). Furthermore,
accurate travel time information also helps delivery industries to promote their service quality
by delivering on time. The application of TTP in supply chain logistics is merited given the
following unanswered questions. Is it possible to employ more flexible yard assignment to
reduce the container assignment horizon? How to visualize the regional effects of supply chain
delays? Which plant would be mostly affected by a seasonal delay and how to mitigate the
risk? The next subsection will present the current approaches in data acquisition and
performance measure.
2.2

Travel Time Prediction
Reliable TTP methods enable establishing dynamic control strategies. It can serve as

performance indicators as TTP value serve as tools for quantitatively comparing various
stakeholders’ service level agreement (Oh et al., 2015). Accurate TTP can allow plant
managers to react to incoming perturbation proactively than passively. In general, a
mathematical model is developed for each route segment, incorporating variables and
constants related to the fixed and variable parameters (U.S. Patent No. 6,317,686, 2001).
TTP in general may be differentiated through its use of parametric (linear regression
and time series) or non-parametric (AI and pattern recognition) approach (Oh et al., 2015).
Parametric approaches, in general, is clear and quick but limited in scope. Non-parametric
approaches, on the other hand, provided sufficient accuracy but non-intuitive because of the
concealed nature of hidden layers and associated complex training processes (in addition to
the long computation time). In the past, most of the applications of TTP rely on model-based
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approaches (Oh et al., 2015). Moreover, they are used for traffic control and management.
This thesis will focus on data-driven approaches for TTP.
2.2.1 Short-Term vs Long-Term
The current state of literature classifies travel time prediction models based on their
prediction duration. In general, TTP is divided into short-term or long-term. Short-term TTP
predicts the state of travel for the next 20 seconds (Dia, 2001) to 240 minutes (Tak et al.,
2014). Although no consensus was apparent in the literature, any TTP model with prediction
duration of over 4 hours would be considered long-term TTP. For example, paper in (MendesMoreira et al., 2012) which predicts the next three days of a traffic environment is considered
long-term.
Long term TTP experiments appear to face an uphill battle with respect to public
acceptance. For example, a paper developed by ANWB (Klunder et al., 2007) was not widely
accepted due to the lack of knowledge on how to use the data in reducing cost/increase client
satisfaction. The reason why long term TTP is not used in public transportation companies is
different.
In the nineties, some companies began the implementation of dispatch systems that
allow the monitoring of the ﬂeet and the archival of respective actual services (MendesMoreira et al., 2012). This commitment in transportation monitoring made the industry believe
that TTP will be a redundant addition of technology. Unfortunately, some companies in the
logistics realm may not benefit much from conventional transportation monitoring systems.
For example, trucks in Canada often would not be able to follow routes due to snow covering
the roads. Consequently, the travel time information is distorted when monitored
conventionally. Better supply chain analytics is necessary to be an important planning tool for
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both freight transport and public transport companies. To study the impact of TTP in the
enterprise resource planning is to provide companies with the competitive edge, acquiring
better data acquisition and analysis process.
2.2.2 Data Acquisition
To quote Rutherford D. Rogers, a librarian from Yale University, “we are drowning
in information and starving for knowledge”. Travel time data/information is recorded through
a variety of methods. In general, the methods involve either an automated system or manual
recording done by individuals. The measurement methods can be classified into two types
(Lin et al., 2005).
1. Site-based measurement. This method logs the passage of vehicles from selected
points along a road section. Site-based measurements include methods such as remote
tracking and registration plate matching. Remote tracking includes specific points
along the path of travel to observe vehicles’ movements. Travel times of individual
vehicles along relatively long stretches of road can be obtained by monitoring the start
and end time of consecutive vantage points. (Taylor et al., 2000).
2. Vehicle-based measurement. Using moving observation platforms travelling in the
traffic stream itself. Vehicle-based measurements, on the other hand, include methods
such as floating car and probe vehicle (D'Este et al., 1999). The vehicle will be
dispatched periodically and join the traffic to gather information about the traffic. An
enterprise effort to cooperate with taxi and delivery companies are often done to get
high volume data set with a reasonable survey cost.
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2.2.3 Quality of Predictor VS Feature Selection
To extract the best result without over-fitting a model, multiple pre-processing
operations may be necessary. In general, these pre-processing operations may be divided into
three categories.
1. Feature selection. The selection of a subset from the original set of features.
2. Example selection. The selection of a subset of examples from the original training
set.
3. Domain values definition. The definition of the values to be used for each feature.
Given a dataset, feature selection is the process of evaluating which attributes to be
included in the training set. Example selection is defined as any action related to filtering rows
that are irrelevant or too damaged to represent true information. Domain values definition, on
the other hand, focuses the understanding of dataset by actions such as defining the timespan
of training set, normalizing values in columns, etc.
2.2.4 Performance Measure
Given the nature of TTP, some metrics were found to be used more than others across
the literature. The metrics used more often are those which evaluate TTP by penalizing the
difference between predicted and actual travel time. Metrics which penalize differences
unequally such as mean square error (Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012) and root mean square error
(Chien et al., 2002); (Wu et al., 2004); (Gal et al., 2015); (Benjamin, 2010) are popular.
Similar metrics such as mean absolute error (Gal et al., 2015) and mean absolute percent error
(Lin et al., 2005) are also utilized as variations.
1

2
1. Mean square error (MSE) = 𝑛 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 ) . MSE measures the average of the

squares of errors or deviations. The value for MSE is always non-negative and it
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corresponds to the expected value of the quadratic loss. For example, a delivery in
TTP that is late by two days is not necessarily twice as adverse as a delivery that is
late by a day. Hence, the quadratic loss function is incorporated to penalize predictions
that are larger in errors.
1

2
2. Root mean square error (RMSE) = √𝑛 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 ) . In order to add interpretability

to MSE, often would one take the square root of MSE to yield RMSE. RMSE yields
several advantages such as being the same unit of the quantity being estimated and for
being an unbiased estimator.
1

3. Mean absolute error (MAE) = 𝑛 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 |𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 | . Since the result of squaring each term
is a weighted preference towards dealing with larger errors, it has been known that the
previous two metrics favor more response towards outliers. This property, which may
be undesired, created mean absolute error (or median absolute error) which equally
weighs the difference between actual and predicted results.
4. Mean absolute percent error (MAPE) =

100
𝑛

𝑇𝑖 −𝐹𝑖

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 |

𝑇𝑖

| % . The usage of MAPE is

desired in cases where the span of results is high. The introduction of MAPE as a
metric allows normalization of the error terms for analysis. Adjusting the values may
highlight the issue of imbalance magnitude. For example, a delivery that took 30 days
in reality would benefit from a TTP which only differ by an average of one day.
However, a delivery that took one day in reality would not benefit from a TTP which
differ by an average of one day.
The performance of long term TTP also depends on the pre-processing tasks such as
feature selection, example selection, and domain values definition. For example, when
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optimizing the bus dispatching system in Protugal, a random forest model was performing
best but further pre-processing in projection pursuit regression (PPR) resulted in better results
(Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). Proper pre-processing was found to be necessary in order to
reduce model training time and increase forecast accuracy. The next subsection will present a
brief summary of existing TTP algorithms in the literature.
2.3

Travel Time Prediction Algorithms
The first application of AI in TTP dates back to 1992. Artificial neural network (ANN)

was shown to perform better than linear regression in trip generation forecasting (Faghri and
Hua, 1992). Since then, ANN from the AI family of algorithms has been gaining popularity
in the transportation and logistics industry. In the regression family algorithms, an often used
method was found to be the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960). The method is beneficial due to
the elegant math representation with respect to the linear state-space equations. Moreover,
user may tune the time-dependent parameter, also known as the Kalman gain, to accommodate
traffic fluctuations.
Unfortunately, Kalman filtering method deteriorates over multiple time steps. The
method requires constant update and long term TTP does not have that privilege due to
memory requirements. ANN is slow to converge and inherently delicate (difficult to backtrack
or understand), which impedes online training and adapting to real-time conditions. Knowing
the cost and benefit of each algorithm is essential in successfully tackling the problem at hand.
This subsection is dedicated to detail the algorithms currently used in TTP.
1. Artificial neural network (ANN) has been known to mimic the pattern discovery skill
similar to our brain. The application of ANN has been known to be implemented in
TransGuide Systems in San Antonio, Texas (Kisgyörgy and Rilett, 2002) to build a
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real-time TTP for the freeway network of San Antonio. ANN was able to generate trip
forecasts for the 4.4 mile segment of route 39 of the New Jersey Transit Corporation
(Chien et al., 2002). ANN was able to dynamically predict accurate bus arrival
information while considering stochastic traffic and demand variation.
2. Support vector machine (SVM) was used to create short term TTP (Wu et al., 2004)
for Academia Sinica, a governmental research center based in Taipei, Taiwan. Since
traffic data may be missed or corrupted, SVM was called to analyze the Sun Yet-Sen
Highway traffic data. SVM was shown to provide greater generalization ability and
guarantee global minima. Another application of SVM is the trajectory (path) based
prediction modeling for TTP. SVM was shown to be capable in inferring patterns from
trajectory data of liquid gas transporters in Brazil (Masiero et al., 2011).
3. Kalman filter was used to forecast future travel speed on the Tomei highway, Japan,
where parameters were sequentially estimated to minimize RMSE (Oh et al., 2015).
Kalman filter was also shown to predict the travel time within U.S.-290 for the
prediction range of 5-25 min. Kalman filter was also used as a supporting model, such
as to inform the public of the bus passing time at a specific bus stop (Moreira, 2008).
4. K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) model was used by the ANWB (transportation department
in the Netherlands) to generate internet routing plan (Klunder et al., 2007) effectively.
The development and evaluation of traffic flow forecasting models for Virginia’s
Capital Beltway, was also done in K-NN. The authors commented the need for more
data to provide better results, with the substantially increasing data availability, K-NN
has been recently gaining attraction (Oh et al., 2015).
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5. Random forest model was used to optimize the bus dispatching system in Portugal
(Mendes-Moreira et al., 2012). The 2010 IEEE International Conference on Data
Mining (ICDM) best paper was on the application of random forest in intelligent GPS
navigation (Benjamin, 2010). Random forest basically combines simple decision trees
with poor performance to produce high prediction accuracy. It requires little data
preprocessing and can handle nonlinear relationship. An application of random forest
to predict under congested conditions was also on MD-295 in Maryland to indicate the
algorithm’s ability to adapt (Zhang and Haghani, 2015).
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Chapter 3
Problem Description and Discussion

The advent of data mining and big data analytics has pressed on towards many fields
and supply chain is one of them. The need for individuals with sound supply chain principles,
coupled with the understanding to manipulate and express data into information has never
been more important. This chapter aims to discuss the details for sufficient level of
understanding.

3.1

Scope
Literature and descriptions of the currently available supply chain problem may be

divided into two approaches, model-driven or data-driven. In a model-driven approach, one
would assume an underlying distribution and tune for the parameter(s) of the function such
that the residual is minimized. In other words, a model-driven approach seeks for the
underlying family of distribution functions and tune the parameter(s) of the functions such
that it resembles reality closely (Chong and Stanislaw, 2013).
A data-driven approach, on the other hand, utilizes trends and patterns from past
records to infer the behavior of future results (Han and Kamber, 2006). This experiment
resorts to the data-driven approach, emphasizing more on the events which trigger the results
than the probability of the results. Machine learning models were trained to understand the
characteristics of each shipment lane. Then, these models generate results based on the
historical trends and patterns for the upcoming shipment on that lane. Note that in this case no
underlying family of distribution was hypothesized to fit the system.
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The supply chain system of a company transports components, parts, and finished
goods on a regular basis, ranging from a cost-effective headlight to a million-dollar worth
assembly. All these items will be considered entities with sets of attributes that pertains to
their shipment records. Within this thesis, the scope of the problem would be all global
shipments that are coming to the U.S. and Canada. In Figure 3.1.1, inbound paths to the U.S.
manufacturing facility were shown. Any domestic transports (from and to U.S. or Canada)
would also be considered. All these entities will be classified as either inbound components
(IBC) or whole goods (WGS), as explained in the next subsection.

Figure 3.1.1 International components inbound to the U.S.

3.2

Inbound Components (IBC)
Inbound components are defined as any parts or sub-assemblies gathered from

suppliers around the world. These components are going to be shipped from suppliers (mostly
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outside U.S. or Canada) to the plant (all in the U.S. or Canada). Some components that are too
small in quantity or size would have to be shipped for consolidation (batched) into a container
freight station (CFS). In Figure 3.2.1, sample supplier to plant path for inbound components
was shown.

Figure 2

Figure 3.2.1 Sample supplier to plant path for inbound components

Regardless of consolidation, IBC would proceed to a port of loading (POL) using
trucks or railroad. After customs clearance, IBC would be loaded onto a ship and transported
(through ocean) to specified port of discharge (POD) within the U.S. or Canada. In Figure
3.2.2, the traffic for 20 busiest ports was shown. The last leg of the transportation from POD
to the plant would be done using trucks or railroad. Another CFS would be available for
deconsolidation if needed (very rarely done due to planning from the suppliers’ CFS). All
these transportations will be handled and managed by the third party logistic providers, who
won the bidding to provide services for the company.
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Figure 3.2.2 Visualization of traffic for 20 most central ports

For example, a tier 1 supplier in City A, China were to supply headlights for the
company while a tier 1 supplier in City B, China were to supply chassis for the company
located in the U.S.. Both these suppliers will ship their components to CFS C before being
loaded at POL D to a provider’s designated vessel. In Figure 3.2.3, a supplier’s sample path
before being loaded to POL was provided. Once the container arrives at POD E as seen in
Figure 3.2.4, the provider will have truck or railroad services appointed for final delivery to
plant F. In Figure 3.2.5, an example of POD to manufacturing plant path was shown.
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Figure 3.2.3 Supplier-CFS-POL path
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Figure 3.2.4 Sample POL to POD path

Figure 3.2.5 Sample POD to manufacturing plant path
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3.3

Whole Goods (WGS)
Whole goods (WGS) are the finished products which have received the final

increments of value through manufacturing or assembly operations. WGS are often being held
in inventory by the plants before being allocated for delivery, sales, or use. WGS, in a sense,
consume the inbound components and any (including in-house) processed raw materials.
WGS would then be sold to any customers, i.e. dealers or bulk purchasers alike (see Figure
3.3.1).

Figure 3.3.1 Sample plant to dealer path for whole goods

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the data currently in discussion includes only dealers and
customers located in the U.S. or Canada. Hence, domestic whole goods shipments would
simply be a plant to dealer (or bulk purchasers) transportation using truck or railroad services
(see Figure 3.3.2) from the third party logistic providers.
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Figure 3.3.2 Visualization of railroad and highway usage in the U.S.

3.4

Supply Chain Flow
With the IBC and WGS defined, detailed description of a supply chain flow is to be

discussed here. The graphical representation below (Figure 3.4.1) shows the exchange of
information, product, and funds from suppliers to end customers (Ravindran and Warsing,
2013). In this thesis, the phases of transportation were represented as nodes within the system
as shown in the previous chapter. Every time an entity passes through a node, the necessary
information, product, and funds exchange occur for both parties in the transaction. To better
understand the status of the shipment, often these exchanges are updated electronically in a
shared database. Such updates may be done automatically (RFID) or manually (tagged at each
nodes).
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Figure 3.4.1 Summary chart of supply chain flow

3.4.1 Supplier
A provider of goods for the company, a particular supplier in the shipment record is
considered as the origin node of our supply chain system, unless it is going to be shipped to
the container freight station (CFS) for consolidation. The suppliers and the logistic providers
are responsible for providing information on what is the content of the container and when
did the components leave the supplier’s site. Bill of lading will be generated for contract of
carriage of any goods at this point.
3.4.2 Container Freight Station (CFS)
A carrier facility where less-than-container load shipments are consolidated for
shipment, unloaded for shipment, or unloaded for final delivery. Goods coming from suppliers
are consolidated into or deconsolidated from containers for transport to their next destination.
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Located close to the seaports, CFS aims to keep delivery costs for the final mile to a POL as
low as possible. In this thesis, CFS will be considered as the origin node if IBC were to be
consolidated. The date of arrival and departure to a CFS will be recorded by the warehouse
and provider.
3.4.3 Port of Loading (POL)
The port where the cargo is actually loaded on board the sea (ocean) going vessel.
Given the nature of the problem at hand, POLs are located outside of the U.S. and Canada
region. POL is a place where shipments are loaded and secured aboard a vessel. The date of
arrival and departure of a shipment record at POL would provide information of the POLDwell
time and TransitOrigin time. An algorithm in R will be introduced later on to detect if a shipment
record should use Leave CFS or Leave Supplier dates.
3.4.4 Port of Discharge (POD)
The port where the cargo is actually discharged (unloaded) from the sea (ocean) going
vessel. PODs are ports located inside of the U.S. and Canada region. Any shipment from POL
would terminate at the designated POD, with the provider waiting for final delivery.
Otherwise, the container would have to wait in a container yard. Similar to POL, the date of
arrival and departure of a shipment record at POD would generate PODDwell time and
TransitOcean time.
3.4.5 Plant
A facility capable of manufacturing goods, plants are to be considered as the terminal
nodes for the IBC system. From the same set of members, another supply chain system can
be considered, specifically for the domestic WGS system which involve only the plants and
dealers in the U.S. and Canada. In this WGS system, however, plants would be considered as
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the origin nodes while dealers are set as the terminal nodes. Because of the way the supply
chain system was partitioned, dwell time (or process time, assembly time, etc.) from IBC to
WGS is to be left out of this thesis’s discussion.
3.4.6 Dealer
Dealers are individuals or firms that procure goods from the company for wholesale
and/or retail reselling. With respect to our supply chain flow, there are cases where the dealers
would have their own third party logistic provider and conduct a pickup from the plant’s
inventory. Due to our domestic scope, all these transportations were conducted in trucking or
railroad mode. Regardless, the shipment record would still be available (assuming the dealer
fills in the EDI). In any cases, the departure and arrival date of WGS products are defined as
TransitDealer.

3.5

Contract Terms and Biddings
The company would release bids for the particular region in need of third party logistic

service annually, unless otherwise notified. The bidding mechanism was deemed as out of the
scope for this thesis. In this subsection, however, our hope is to inform the following process
for provider selection.


A shortlist of providers will be invited to bid based on past experience and expectations



The company would generate a list of shipment lanes that need coverage and providers
will bid throughout rounds



Once a provider wins a particular shipment lane, that provider will be assigned as the
primary provider. The contract would specify the expected total volume to be transported,
sailing frequency, and the rate for the duration of the contract
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In case there is an instance where a primary provider would fail to provide the service, a
backup provider would be available to provide the service at the backup provider’s agreed
rate metrics
3.5.1 Container Type
Defined in the contract would also the type of metal box in which merchandise will be

shipped in. Given the fixed length and width of the container, the height of container (20’,
40’, or 45’) and feature of container (standard, vented, open top, dry) are customizable to cater
to the needs of customers.
3.5.2 Service Type
Carriers would often provide service trim levels. With respect to this experiment,
service type defined in the contract would state the level of involvement each carrier has in
delivering the containers. For example, Door-Door would be defined as a delivery service
from the supplier to the plant, CFS-CFS would be defined as a delivery service from the CFS
at POL to the CFS as POD, and CY-Rail Ramp would be defined as delivery service from the
supplier’s container yard to the rail ramp of POD heading for the plant. These examples are
some of the most common type of delivery services offered by the carriers. Various
combinations are currently present in commercial logistics industry to further satisfy the
delivery needs of customers.

3.6

Flow of Entity
Some notable constraints or rules on how the entities behave:

1. IBC originate from the supplier and terminate at the plant
2. WGS originate from the plant and terminate at the dealer
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3. A finished product may require POL and POD before reaching an intercontinental dealer
4. Nodes are physical locations where an entity (component or whole good) would go
through before going on to the next step of the product flow. Data acquisition would be
made in the form of milestone completion when an entity arrives or departs these nodes.
Supplier, POL, POD, plant, and dealer are defined as nodes in the current problem
5. Any node may have more than one possible member, but no product flow may include
more than one member of a node. An engine transported may not involve both New York
and Chicago as the POL at the same time, for example
6. Any entity may only pass thorugh one node within a product flow. For example, a
headlight may not depart from a supplier in Shanghai to a POL in Beijing only to return
back to that identical supplier in Shanghai
7. There are multiple members within nodes that may process an entity. For example, a
tractor may only be shipped from Plant A, which can be shipped from POL I, POL J, or
POL K, to POD 1 or POD 2 before arriving at Dealer Z
8. Any entity will be affiliated with a set of properties (states) such as type of product, date
of shipment, carrier name, etc.
9. The properties of a shipment do not extend to the external states of our suppliers, POL,
POD, and dealers. The number of shipments conducted by other companies that go
through the same node at the same period of time is unknown
In this thesis specific consideration was given to the problem of forecasting shipment
duration within a data rich-information sparse supply chain environment. The predictive
algorithms available will be compared against one another based on the key performance
index proposed in Chapter 4. Once the best algorithm has been detected, the model was
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calibrated for better performance results before providing a user interface for users to
update/retrain the model whenever and however deemed necessary.
Finally, these forecasts will be tabulated in MicroStrategy for visualization purposes.
The management would have the ability to view the forecasts in any of the views listed below:


Regional view, where all the prediction results will be graphed as a function of states
within the U.S. and Canada. Comparison between actual and predicted delivery time
would be graphically shown across the map for supply chain visibility



Histogram view, where the actual and predicted delivery time will be plotted against one
another. Back-end developers and front-end users may gain visual feedback on which
subsets of the prediction model requires better tuning



Detailed view, where each prediction will be displayed for each primary key of the
shipment records. Plant managers and operation personnel will be able to analyze the
particular IBC or WGS of interest before coming up with decisions that may require
company’s resources
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Chapter 4
Problem Definition

The supply chain details were introduced in Chapter 2. In this chapter the problem was
defined and discussed to the necessary level of details. Given a supply chain system with a set
of suppliers {𝑠𝑖 }, ports of load {𝑙𝑗 }, ports of discharge {𝑑𝑘 }, plants {𝑝𝑙 }, consider the delivery
of components {𝑐𝑚 } from suppliers to manufacturing plants as seen in Figure 1.3.1.
Furthermore, these components were to be manufactured into finished products (whole goods)
{𝑔𝑛 } which are sold to the dealers (buyers) {𝑏𝑜 }. For each procurement and sales, a third party
carrier (provider) {𝑟𝑝 } would be responsible for the physical delivery of the entity as seen in
Figure 1.3.2.
A primary carrier is selected for each shipment lane, with one or more backup
carrier(s) to carry the responsibility of delivery. Each component or product would have an
origin and destination assigned to it for the completion of each delivery (shipment). Within
this shipment, an actual shipment duration 𝑇𝑖 exists for the corresponding shipment. To
complete the delivery, each shipment may travel immediately or through intermediary nodes
from an origin to a destination node.
In an enterprise resource planning system, a forecasted shipment duration 𝐹𝑖 was
assigned to each shipment. To effectively forecast the shipment duration of a shipment, an
optimal forecasted shipment duration 𝐹𝑖∗ exists such that 𝐹𝑖∗ ≜

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
|𝑇 − 𝐹𝑖 |. However, it
𝐹𝑖 ≥ 0 𝑖

is imperative to accurately forecast all shipments instead of one. Furthermore, weighted
importance of a shipment may be necessary to reflect the supply chain cost 𝑤𝑖 (holding,
shortage, demurrage, etc.). Therefore, a vector 𝐹 of optimal forecasted shipment duration
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exists for each lane 𝑖 that minimizes the overall cost of supply chain for the company. That is,
𝐹=

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
∑ 𝑤𝑖 |𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 |.
𝐹𝑖 ≥ 0
Within each shipment lane with an identical set of information (predictor variables),

there exists a pre-defined (actual) shipment duration time 𝑇𝑖 and a forecasted shipment
duration 𝐹𝑖 . Both of these times may be broken down into transit and idle times. These
constituents are defined below for the IBC and WGS cases. Due to the unavailability of data
for intercontinental WGS shipment, note that only those of domestic shipment are considered.
WGS
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑟 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑟) − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡)
IBC
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐿)
− (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒[𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝐹𝑆] 𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒[𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟])
𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐿) − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐿)
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐷) − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐿)
𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐷) − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐷)
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡) − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑂𝐷)
Let the error be defined as the number of days of difference between actual and
forecasted shipment duration. Moreover, let the actual and forecasted shipment duration be
the sum of the duration of its respective constituents.
If 𝜖𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 , therefore 𝜖𝑖 = 𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 + 𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 + 𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡
Proof:
𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 + 𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝜖𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 + 𝜖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡
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= (𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 − 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 ) + (𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 − 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 ) + (𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 − 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 )
+ (𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 − 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 ) + (𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 )
= 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 + 𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 + 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 + 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 − (𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 + 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿
+ 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 + 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 )
= 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 + 𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 + 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝑇𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 + 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐹𝑖
= (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑂𝐿 − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 ) + (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑂𝐿 ) + (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑂𝐷
− 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 ) + (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑂𝐷 ) + (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡
− 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 ) − 𝐹𝑖
= (𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 ) − 𝐹𝑖

→

𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 = 𝜖𝑖 ∎

The structure of the problem is to predict (forecast) the shipment duration for each
lane and minimize the difference of days between actual and forecasted shipment duration. In
other words, for each shipment lane, generate a forecast of 𝐹 = {𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑟𝑖 + 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐿 +
𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑂𝑐𝑒𝑎𝑛 + 𝐹𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑂𝐷 + 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡 } such that 𝐹 =

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
∑ 𝑤𝑖 |𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 | once shipment is
𝐹𝑖 ≥ 0

completed (when 𝑇𝑖 is revealed or known). The reason for generating multiple forecasts
(instead of one total forecasted shipment duration) is to allow plant managers and decision
makers higher level of details in understanding the proportion of shipment duration which
each node occupies.

4.1

Data Elements Needed
In retrospect, a host of internal and external factors are necessary to be taken into

account when one would like to predict the shipment duration. Intuitively, physical location
of the supplier, POL, POD, and plant (dealer in WGS) are necessary. Moreover, different
carriers may utilize different routes hence it is necessary to have that information available.
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Given that physical transportation requires labor, seasonality and date of the
transportation are nonetheless important. Furthermore, public holidays and labor strikes may
affect the operation since no labor would conduct the delivery process.
Looking from the administrative side, hazardous status of a shipment may also benefit
the prediction’s accuracy since it may provide insights on the amount of additional processes
needed for clearance and/or shipment. Sailing contract and route would alter if deem necessary
for a safety hazard shipment. Next, the data management of a carrier would prove to be crucial.
As some of these carriers still manage their database manually, user may not be able to see
any updates during the weekends, for example.
Externally, weather conditions and road detours which may arise on adverse
conditions play a significant effect on delaying the transportation. Furthermore, port
utilization would be a crucial information for the problem at hand. Based on the needs of other
companies conducting shipments through the same port, congestions and unexpected delays
may arise without notice.
Finally, records of how the aforementioned variables affect the shipment duration must
be present. Simply, a longitudinal database of a shipment’s variables with its corresponding
shipment duration may be sufficient. The format of a longitudinal database would be preferred
since further pre-processing methods are applied simultaneously across each records.

4.2

How is it Done Today
In the current operational settings, plant managers and domain experts of the company

would have to communicate with providers to know when the vessels are going to arrive at a
certain node. The contract signed between the company and the providers only detail rates,
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estimated volume, and estimated sailing frequency. Hence, the providers are not being held
accountable to a fixed transit time.
The closest to a prediction model the company currently have available would be an
SAP prediction model that uses the previous year’s data for transit time prediction. The SAP
model gathers previous year’s average shipment duration and that would be the forecast for
the following year. These SAP prediction results need to be exported into Excel or metadata
format for analysis. Meaning, user would have to log in to SAP and provide queries to extract
a particular subset of data.
4.3

Limits of the Current Approach
4.3.1 Communication
Due to the nature of global manufacturing, time zones and regional administrations

are notably slowing down the investigation process when a vessel or truck is delayed.
Communicating with providers would require communication with the regional manager of
the provider, the port manager of the POL or POD, not to mention the plant manager of the
company, and so on.
4.3.2 Data Visibility
Ports are unwilling to share utilization data of docks and container yards due to legal
issues. From a machine learning perspective, having to know the behavior of port congestion
provide a significant information on how external factors are affecting the supply chain system.
Unfortunately, other companies that see less value in predictive analytics would rather conceal
their information for themselves. Moreover, some of the railroad and trucking services are not
as technology driven, meaning data analytics itself would not be considered as beneficial for
the providers.
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When evaluating the prediction results, managers and domain experts would have to
export the results to Excel and run the scripts manually. Furthermore, visualizing in Excel are
not only limited in options, but also time consuming. Compared to MicroStrategy,
visualization script can be stored in the BI platform and allow automated data processing.
Anyone with the user ID and password can log in and start analyzing.
4.3.3 Robustness of Prediction
The current SAP prediction model would not display any value if one of the
following occurs:


A new combination of shipment attribute appear
E.g. If product A has been shipped from plant B to dealer C consistently over
the years, SAP prediction model would still show N/A for predicted shipment
duration if product D was newly shipped from plant B to dealer C.



A new factor of shipment attribute appear
E.g. If product A, D, E, …, Y has been shipped from plant B to dealer C
consistently over the years, SAP prediction model would still show N/A for
predicted shipment duration if a new product Z was shipped from plant B to
dealer C for the first time.



Data record was not fully populated
E.g. If all the shipment attributes are fully present except a plant OM number
that is unrelated for prediction purposes, the SAP prediction model would
still show N/A for predicted shipment duration
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The challenges listed above are to see the opportunities that are present in the supply
chain field for machine learning applications. Chapter 5 shows the data processing techniques
needed to overcome these limits.
4.4

Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to: (1) forecast the shipment duration of all IBC and

WGS entities, (2) to visualize the forecast for supply chain visibility, and (3) to allow model
updates using a graphical user interface.
4.5

Performance Metrics
An error within a forecast in this thesis would be defined as the difference of day(s)

between actual and predicted value of the shipment duration. That is, for a shipment record 𝑖,
the error, 𝑒𝑖 would correspond to 𝑒𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖 − 𝐹𝑖 where 𝑇𝑖 is the actual shipment duration and 𝐹𝑖
is the forecasted shipment duration.
4.5.1 Hit Ratio (HR)
Hit ratio will be of percentage value from 0 to 100% used by the managers and domain
experts to assess the overall performance of the prediction model. Hit ratio computes the
proportion of total accurate forecasts against the total number of records. Any forecast would
be considered as accurate if a shipment’s actual duration is ± 1 day from the forecasted actual
duration.
𝐻𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝐻𝑅) =

𝑁(𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)
∗ 100%
𝑁(𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠)

4.5.2 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
The RMSE is a frequently used measure of the difference between forecasted values
and actual values. In this thesis, error of shipment duration for each of the prediction models
will be computed. RMSE would serve as an adequate measure of how far on average is our
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prediction model going to deviate away from the actual shipment duration. An ideal prediction
model would have an RMSE value of 0. As all the prediction models will have the same
dataset and test set, the RMSE will not need to be rescaled for the final evaluation.

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √

(∑(𝑒𝑖 )2 )
𝑁(𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠)

4.5.3 R2
Coefficient of determination (𝑅 2 ) is a statistical measure of how close the data are to
the fitted model. It is the percentage of response variable variation that is explained by a model,
𝑅2 =

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

. A coefficient of determination cannot determine whether the

coefficient estimates and predictions are biased. A low 𝑅 2 may not inherently bad, and a high
𝑅 2 would not inherently be good either.

4.6

Model Requirements
The nature of the data call for the following general requirements:


Generate a quantitative output (shipment duration) from a set of categorical
variables (port locations, model names, etc.)



Resilient to outliers in data



Able to reap the benefits of high number of records



Robust enough to forecast under the presence of new variables



Robust enough to forecast given new combination of members between nodes



Able to select factors that are important for lanes chosen

Many scientific computations require a considerable amount of computing time. In
this particular case, experiments were limited to one machine of Dell Precision T7500, Xeon44

e5502, 1.87 GHz, and 24 GB RAM. During the next section, a sample of the overall dataset
would be used whenever necessary to save computing time. To reduce the impact of possible
class imbalance, the class frequencies in the training set were balanced according to the POL.
The test set, however, was randomly sampled in order to be more consistent with the state of
nature of the data.
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Chapter 5
Data Description

The aggregated behavior of heterogeneous shipment lanes, composed of multiple
homogeneous but differently behaving shipments, will differ from the behavior of any single
record. Consider an example where a priori it has been observed that the average shipment
duration decreases as summer approaches. A natural conclusion one may reach from this is
that the predicted shipment duration should also decreases as summer approaches. However,
in reality, there may be two groups of shipment lanes, one affected by summer while another
indifferent (tropical countries, etc.). Heterogeneity in nowadays big data requires analysis to
be done at the correct level of granularity.
Given multiple carriers with global networks, it is of necessity to create a systematic
database which standardizes the format of the incoming data. Data created may differ in terms
of format between carriers. For example, the use of period (.) or comma (,) as thousands
separator, the use of foreign currency and how it would fluctuate across time, and the different
software used to generate records across carriers. Often would these differences disrupt the
content and delivery of the information embedded within. The data made available by the
carriers need to be integrated in a single database which controls the incoming records. With
respect to heterogeneity, an agreed upon standardized format is required for any data to be
analyzed. In Figure 5.0.1, the four V (volume, variety, velocity, veracity) of big data were
shown.
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Figure 5.0.1 The four V of big data (IBM, 2016)

With the exponentially growing amount of data in this information era, one needs to
overcome the 4V (volume, variety, velocity, veracity) of big data to analyze and extract
meaningful value from it. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the electronic interchange of
business information using the agreed upon standardized format. In the supply chain industry,
EDI helps mitigate the variety and veracity of data by rejecting records which do not adhere
to the format (poor data quality). Second, EDI allows users to control the frequency of data
updates, which directly leads to managing data velocity. To answer the question of volume in
big data analytics, statistical software is often called upon to provide insights. Whenever
possible, business intelligence software adds the visualization aspect to these insights for
optimal decision making.
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5.1

Data Description
The available dataset contains the shipment records of an agriculture and construction

equipment company. The dataset spans from Jan 1, 2011 to May 1, 2015. Figure 5.1.1 and
Figure 5.1.2 show the histogram of IBC and WGS, respectively, along with its best fitted
probability density function.
Inbound Components (IBC)


34 attributes



24,975 records

Figure 5.1.1 Histogram of training set’s shipment duration for inbound components

Whole goods (WGS)


25 attributes



343,257 records
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Figure 5.1.2 Histogram of training set’s shipment duration for whole goods

5.2

Table
Data is extracted from the cloud supply chain platform into an Excel (.xls) file. The

supply chain platform provides an update every time an entity arrived at or departed from a
node. Container (number) and Serial Number were treated as the primary key for Components
and Wholegoods dataset, respectively. Each entry was recorded in longitudinal form. Table
5.2.1 classifies attributes of the data source into 4 groups namely paperwork, location, date,
and shipment state/properties.
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Table 5.2.1 Data description table

Paperwork

Comp
onents

Whole
Goods





BL/AWB/PRO





Container



Pro #






Booking #
Plant Name /
Code
Plant
Final
Destination
(Order)
Ship To State
BL Origin
BL Dest



POL



POD




















Date

Attributes
VAN/LOC
Source Order #
Order Number
Key
Plant OM
Serial Number





Location

Final
Destination
(Shipment)
Final
Destination
Country
Schedule/Slot/E
ntry Date

Properties

Comments
Reference number for a whole good
Order number key for paperwork
Plant reference number
Serial number of the finished product
Bill of Lading/Airway Bill/Pro Number. A reference
number for the document issued by a carrier to the shipper
as a contract of carriage of goods
Reference number of in which container is the entity
located
A number assigned by the motor transportation company
to successive shipments
Reference number used to look up details of shipment
Plant Name or Code
Plant Name, similar information with "Plant Name/Code"
The country name of the supplier
The state name of the supplier
Country name where the bill of lading was registered
Country name where the bill of lading was gathered
Port's province/state name where the entity was loaded to
head to POD
Port's province/state name where the entity was loaded to a
train/truck for final transport
Plant's name where the entity terminated its product flow

Name of country where the plant is located









FAI OK

Whole good is cleared from the manufacturing team for
shipment





Ground
Shipment Est.
Delivery

Estimated delivery date for shipment

The date when an order entered the database
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Ground
Shipment Est.
Pickup
Invoiced
Pick Up
Requested
Shipped From
Origin
Booking
Confirmed
Cargo Departed
From CFS
Arrived at
Origin
Port/Airport
Departed From
Origin
Port/Airport
Est. Departure
Date
Arrived at
Destination
Port/Airport
Shipped From
Destination
Port/Airport
Est. Arrival at
Destination
Port/Airport
(Booking)
Est. Arrival at
Destination
Port/Airport
Discharged at
Destination
Port/Airport
Est. Arrival at
BL Destination
(Booking)
BL Dest Date
Delivered to BL
Destination
Est. BL Dest
Date
Delivered to
Final
Destination
BusinessSegment

Estimated pickup date for shipment
Date when finished product was billed to the dealer
If a pick-up service is requested, the date an entity was
picked up from a supplier or plant
Departed from an origin node
Entity was booked to leave the supplier or plant
Entity departed the CFS
Entity arrived at POL

Entity departed from POL
Estimated date of departure from POL
Entity arrived at a POD

Entity departed from a POD

Estimated date of arrival at a POD after a booking number
was generated

Final estimated date of arrival of an entity at a POD
Used as "Arrived at Destination Port/Airport" if "Arrived
at Destination Port/Airport" is missing
Estimated date of arrival of an entity at BL
Date of a bill of lading for an entity was gathered
The date a bill of lading for an entity was gathered, used to
complement "BL Dest Date" if "BL Dest Date" is missing
Estimated date for a bill of lading to be gathered
Date of an entity arriving at the terminal node
Business segment of whole goods
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Brand
Family
Product
Model
Model
Description
Carrier





Forwarder







Mode
Vessel
Voyage/Flight #



Container Type



Service Type

Level 1 granularity characteristics of the whole good
Level 2 granularity characteristics of the whole good
Level 3 granularity characteristics of the whole good
Level 4 granularity characteristics of the whole good
Description of product
The name of company that conducted the transport
A third party vendor who managed the shipment if not
handled internally by the supply chain company
Mode of transport
Name of vessel
Voyage or flight number
Type of container used for the group of entities within the
container
Type of service requested, "Door-Door" would refer pick
up at origin and delivered to customer's door at final
destination, etc.
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Chapter 6
Methodology

In this problem, consider a general case of supply chain operation ran by third party
carriers for a company. To interpret and analyze the supply chain data, one must set up a data
architecture which allows data extraction and analysis without disturbing its 24/7 data
acquisition. Figure 6.0.1 shows the general data architecture.

Figure 6.0.1 General data architecture design for shipment duration prediction

Currently, databases are not kept and maintained internally by the company. Cloud
supply chain platforms often provide such services which would minimize cost for the
company. GT Nexus is the cloud supply chain platform used in this experiment. Carriers
would submit EDI to GT Nexus, containing shipment information such as location, date, etc.
GT Nexus then converts the data to the agreed upon format for the company to utilize.
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Visualization and reporting for this experiment is done in MicroStrategy, a business
intelligence software. The data in GT Nexus was directly fed to MicroStrategy and updated
for every 30 minutes. The relational database mapping and dashboard designs were stored in
MicroStrategy’s server for global access.
In Figure 6.0.2, the applied data architecture design was shown. For predictive
modeling, R was used to further process the data and eventually generate the model. Using
the MicroStrategyR package (Pechter, 2015), a deployR function was utilized to act as the user
interface which connects R with MicroStrategy. Using deployR, the prediction results created
in R may be expressed in MicroStrategy as metrics. For every reporting or visualization in
MicroStrategy which requires the prediction results, MicroStrategy will call upon the function
deployR which calls the designated R script and outputs the result for MicroStrategy.

Figure 6.0.2 Applied data architecture design for current experiment
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6.1

Data Management
According to the Shipped from Origin date, all records before Jan 1, 2015 were to be

treated as training set while the records after were treated as test set. Given that the dataset
spans from Jan 1, 2011 to May 1, 2015, the columns pertaining to dates are separated into
date, day of the week, half-month, and year in R.
For the purpose of analysis, missing data entries were considered. Approximately 30%
of the records have at least one variable missing from the list of variables mentioned in
Chapter 5. An attempt to gather information from the structurally missing data was considered
in this experiment. As explained in the previous section, the ability to infer from missing
columns would position the prediction model on a higher level of robustness and applicability
in the industry (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013).
Considering the nature of supply chain workforce, 63 public holidays were shortlisted
from 20 countries (from where transactions for WGS or IBC were recorded in the dataset).
The significance of these public holidays in delaying the shipment duration were addressed
using the t-test. In this experiment, the significant subset of public holidays was manually
recorded and listed in R. Date subtractions were done to quantify the proximity of a particular
date to a certain holiday.
6.2

Identifying Input Variables
Given a number of input variables, it is likely that not all of them are significant or

relevant for the purpose of prediction. Data reduction and feature extraction using principal
component analysis is a commonly used data reduction technique (Deane, 1992),
unfortunately qualitative variables were not suited for such method. In this experiment,
variable importance factor and visualization techniques such as correlation plot are used.
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6.2.1 Variable Importance
Variable importance was computed based on the corresponding reduction of predictive
accuracy when the predictor of interest was removed. In this experiment, validation of
including certain variables were described in the next section. Variable importance in this
experiment was measured by the mean decrease Gini function (Sandri and Zuccolotto, 2012).
The numerical results were derived from the caret package in R.
6.2.2 Correlation Plot
The corrplot package in R is a graphical display of a correlation matrix (Wei and
Simko, 2016). It also contains algorithms to do matrix reordering and/or layout based on user
preference. Given a set of variable importance factors, eliminating highly correlated predictors
may be beneficial with respect to feature reduction and avoiding over-fitted models.
6.2.3 Public Holidays
The list of 63 public holidays were recorded manually from 2011 to 2016. These public
holidays include but not limited to Independence Day, Labor Day, and New Year for 20
countries. Some public holidays such as Thanksgiving in the U.S. or Lunar New Year in Asia
are not based on fixed Gregorian calendar. Hence, each public holiday’s records contain the
date and month of each year, along with the official holiday length in terms of days.
For each year, proximity to public holidays were correlated with the shipment date of
the records in the training set. Additional 63 columns were generated, with each column i
containing the difference of day(s) between the shipment dates of record j, 𝐷𝑗 , with the date
of public holidays, 𝐻𝑖 , in that year. Δ𝑇𝑖 = 𝐷𝑗 − 𝐻𝑖 . In other words, each column would be of
numerical value from -366 to 366. Negative values would indicate the number of days before
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the holiday, while positive values would indicate the number of days after the holiday in that
respective year.
6.3

Cross Comparison Performance Analysis
Eight models were considered for the particular supply chain problem. Regression type

families and decision/tree type models were made available through the caret package in R.
Each model was trained through 5 cross-validation and 3 repeats in the algorithm. The
performance metrics of each model were RMSE and R2.
Execution of the algorithm mentioned in the previous paragraph would provide
rankings of which models are more effective with respect to the metrics and lower with respect
to variation across multiple runs (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). The model with the lowest RMSE
and highest R2 was chosen to be further refined using parameter tuning and calibration.
6.4

Parameter and Granularity Level Calibration
Given the best-fitted model out of the eight mentioned before, attempts to adjust the

granularity level for the whole goods dataset was done with 20% of the dataset. The relative
accuracy and relative computing time were plotted as axes to generate the set of efficient
solutions. Here, the trade-off between accuracy and computing time was addressed for
operational purposes (Miller, 2015).
6.5

Integration of R to MicroStrategy
To visualize the prediction model, MicroStrategy was used as the business intelligence

software of choice. R was integrated to MicroStrategy using the MicroStrategyR package that
is freely downloadable in R. Using this package, front end users without any R knowledge
would be capable operate and update the model if necessary. Through this integration, front
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end users may tune the parameters available in the deployR user interface. In Figure 6.5.1, a
birds-eye view of our integration strategy was shown.

Figure 6.5.1 Flow chart of R and MicroStrategy’s integration

6.5.1 MicroStrategy as Business Intelligence Platform
MicroStrategy is a provider of business intelligence, mobile software, and cloud-based
services. As seen in Figure 6.5.2, MicroStrategy performs analytics on a variety of data, such
as sales figures, payroll data, and inventory in order to inform users’ business decisions.
Competing against SAP Business Objects, IBM Cognos, and Oracle’s BI Platform,
MicroStrategy has notable clients such as Facebook, Starbucks, and Netflix (MicroStrategy,
2016).
Co-founded by Michael J. Saylor and Sanju Bansal in 1989, MicroStrategy is now a
publicly traded company under NASDAQ: MSTR. The introduction of online analytical
processing (OLAP) feature in 2009 accelerated MicroStrategy’s reporting speed. As an
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approach to answer multi-dimensional analytical (MDA) queries, it allows users to drill down
through the database to any level of detail from the relational database. This thesis would
utilize MicroStrategy by means that are listed below:


Create data schema and architecture for the prediction model dashboards



Connect a cloud platform or Access (.mdb) file as metadata repository



Define which metadata would be considered as attributes, metrics, etc.



Call prediction or computing algorithms from R



Calculate and display the accuracy of predictions through dashboards

Figure 6.5.2 MicroStrategy as metadata repository (MicroStrategy, 2016)
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6.5.2 Model Integration and Dashboard Creation
The final product of MicroStrategy comes in the form of dashboards. Dashboards are
web pages used for domain experts and management to make executive decisions at the
operational level of the supply chain. Dashboard is a special type of reporting document that
delivers interactive features with respect to the layout and subset of data being viewed.
In this experiment, the real-time supply chain analytics comprises of three dashboards
in operation.


Histogram view
An overview of how the model forecasts with respect to the general
distribution of actual shipments. Here, back end developers and front end users
may visually see if the model is over-fitting or requires better calibration in certain
subset of the data. User may focus on certain variables only (e.g. only POL from
China, or only POD to New York, U.S.) to slice and dice the data on display.
The lower half of the histogram view comprises of the prediction
breakdown according to the number of days of shipment duration. User may focus
on shipments according to number of days, and coordinate with the vendors for
better supply chain management. The histogram view offers accurate breakdown
on all shipments that have occurred.



Regional view
The regional view in this experiment partitions the U.S. map by states.
Should there be a case where other geospatial level was desired, similar
visualization may be done given sufficient geographical variable in the dataset (see
Chapter 5).
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In addition to the regional view, supporting information about the carriers
and states are available in the form of bar-line charts and tables. For either carriers
or states, user may analyze the number of shipments done by a carrier or for a state.
Moreover, the average actual and predicted shipment duration are available to
provide information on how the two differ according to each subset of data. Using
the regional view, management can visualize which state or carrier requires most
attention with respect to on-time performance and commitment to service level
agreement (SLA).


Detailed view
For plant managers, the detailed view assists inventory management by
tracking down containers and whole goods according to its respective primary key.
For each record, user may track where it currently is, when did it leave the previous
node, and when will it arrive the next node. The detailed view takes into account
any delays or early deliveries in each node. Since previous transit time was deemed
an important predictor (variable), all shipment durations are dynamically
recomputed after previous transit times were known.

6.5.3 User Interface to Update Model
Considering the data-driven approach of this prediction problem, it would be of our
best interest to keep the model updated. Moreover, one would benefit from having the ability
to tune the parameters without needing to directly open an R script from a directory. Given
that the model was generated in R and visualized in MicroStrategy, a user interface is
necessary to express the results from R into a metric in MicroStrategy.
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The currently available method of doing so in R is the MicroStrategyR package.
Through this package, one may access the deployR function. The deployR function is a utility
that prepares an R script for execution by MicroStrategy (Pechter, 2015). This function
launches a user interface as seen in Figure 6.5.3. The user interface opens an R script and
capture its necessary information. This information is then converted into a header block
added to the beginning of the script.

Figure 6.5.3 deployR interface in MicroStrategyR package (Pechter, 2015)

If a script contains the MicroStrategy header block at the top, it will be used to
configure the utility and any variables not identified will appear in the unused variables
column. On the other hand, the deployR utility attempts to determine whether a variable is an
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input or an output based on the first occurrence of that variable in the script. If the variable’s
first occurrence assigns it a value, it is considered an output; otherwise, it is designated as an
input. For new variables, the default data type is numeric and the default parameter type is
vector. If one or more of the variables form a repeated argument, the repeat count on the top
right corner of the interface may be used. This option identifies an input that can vary in
quantity. These variables will appear in the input column with an asterisk (*). The metric
expression is what users would utilize to express the results in MicroStrategy. In Figure 6.5.4,
roles of R, MicroStrategy, and deploy in the data architecture were outlined.

MicroStrategy
Keeps variables
Displays reports
Computes error

R

DeployR

Generate predictors
Create model
Accuracy feedback

Parameter tuning
Train or score
Save directory

Figure 6.5.4 The roles of R, MicroStrategy, and deployR

In this scenario, the data architecture was created in MicroStrategy. R extracted
variables from MicroStrategy and created a model that would either train or score the
particular shipment problem. In order to express the R model in MicroStrategy, the deployR
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function was utilized to express the results. Furthermore, the deployR function was capable to
alter a model’s properties listed below.


Activation of either train or score mode of the model



The tunable parameters in a given model



The random seed number for the model



Start to end date of the training set of a model



File name in directory
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Chapter 7
Analysis
7.1

Preliminary Analysis
There were no on-field comments in the dataset records to notify events of

irregularities. In the event of heavy delays, extensive phone communication often is necessary
between company and the carrier company to keep an entity’s shipment status clear.
Unfortunately, no formal documentation exists in the current supply chain process.
External factors such as port utilization and natural disaster which would naturally
cause congestions or delays are also undocumented. Ports are unwilling to share data of their
utilization rate in order to limit other ports’ leveraging power (information game). Therefore,
an attempt to infer irregular events through seasonality (date-related variables) would be
necessary.
Weather information and road detours were deemed as infeasible since the available
data structure was not designed for real-time prediction. Although past weather records are
available and may be triangulated to each past shipments, the direct application of this analysis
was not seen as feasible during this experiment due to resource constraint.
The transit and dwell times of the supply chain system were provided in Figure 7.1.1.
Overall, the standard error of the mean of each transit and dwell time fell within 1% of the
mean. Unfortunately, the magnitude of standard deviation at each node was going up to 100%
of the mean.
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Origin Transit Time

CFS Transit Time
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

3.034301
0.032612
3
2
2.336004

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

3.948709
0.035248
3
0
4.997343

Figure 7.1.1 Histogram and descriptive statistics of shipment duration (continued)
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Ocean Transit Time

POL Dwell Time
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

6.321626
0.031158
6
6
4.417489

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

23.13761
0.066857
21
17
9.478831

Figure 7.1.2 Histogram and descriptive statistics of shipment duration (continued)
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Destination Transit Time

POD Dwell Time
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

7.874384
0.056577
6
3
8.021308

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

6.537585
0.068302
2
1
9.683763

Figure 7.1.3 Histogram and descriptive statistics of shipment duration (continued)
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Total Time
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation

50.47102
0.118823
48
35
16.84648

Figure 7.1.4 Histogram and descriptive statistics of shipment duration

By visual inspection, skewness were present in multiple histograms. Moreover, it was
perceived that there needs to be a way to quantify the categorical variables. Added by the fact
that there were records with zero (0) days, an attempt to transform the transit and dwell times
were done to aid further analysis. Let 𝑇𝑖 =

𝑡𝑖 −𝜇𝑡
𝜎𝑡

, the standardized transit time for each record.

For each level j in the list of categorical variables k, there exists a contrast effect. Here defined
as 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑘 = ̅̅̅̅
𝑇𝑗𝑘 − 𝜇𝑡 , the contrast effect estimates the effect of each level in the list of
categorical variables present. This attempt later failed because contrast effect disregards
interaction effects between runs (Montgomery, 2013), which was found to be crucial given
the nature of the supply chain industry.
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Carriers were found to have different routing policy for the same shipment lane. For
example, consider a shipment lane with two possible carriers. One carrier may not provide
truck or train service during the weekends while another would have a 24/7 transit operation.
Intuitively, the prediction results between these two records must take into account the effect
of carrier availability during a particular day of the week. Another example would be the data
management policy across the list of carriers, one carrier may be more technologically
sophisticated then another, creating a different level of response quality when faced with EDI
submission.
Approximately 30% of the dataset consists of records with at least one variable having
missing values (null or N/A). Should one decide to omit these records, there would still be
sufficient number of records left for a model to discover the hidden patterns (24,975 in IBC
and 343,257 in WGS). However, an attempt to salvage these records would be beneficial in
two ways. One, a model with the ability to predict imperfect records would be more robust.
Two, more (quality) records available in machine learning model training helps in generating
better numbers for future cases (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013).
7.2

Data Pre-Processing
Consider a dataset extracted from GT Nexus for model training or scoring. The dataset

streamed into R still requires pre-processing work to conform to an algorithm’s format. The
R script used would first take the variables of the dataset, check for the packages needed in R
(and install them if they are not present), and check if training or scoring is needed by user.
Although GT Nexus provides data quality service, some records that are defective still
would be able to pass the quality filter (false negative). Therefore, the R script used would
need to check for the presence of necessary information before proceeding. After the
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following has been exercised, binary matrix transformation would be done to provide
robustness in data before finally binding the columns of variables for the final model’s input.
7.2.1 Dataset Threshold Customization
To mitigate the adverse effect of volume in big data analytics, the R script was made
to take user’s input for start and end date cutoff for the training set. Given a large dataset
provided by GT Nexus, older records may provide less significance than newer ones. Using
this feature, users may indicate the subset desired for training in the deployR interface.
Start <- (StartYear,”/”,StartMonth,”/”,StartDate)
End
<- (EndYear,”/”,EndMonth,”/”,EndDate)
Df
<- subset(df, TrueOriginDate >= Start & TrueOriginDate <= End)

7.2.2 Binary Matrix Transformation
The purpose of this transformation was to encode the information in each record into
a standardized binary matrix. All possible levels of all variables were listed beforehand and
the binary mapping was pre-defined before the prediction model was trained. Consider a
simple case of a record with three variables and three levels within each variable. As seen in
Table 7.2.1 below, binary matrix transformation standardized the information into a binary
strings of length 9.
Table 7.2.1 Sample binary matrix transformation for categorical input variables
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Given the categorical set of variables, incorrect text input may provide a troublesome
effect on the overall prediction (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). Hence, translation tables were set
by GT Nexus for the company to standardize all these text input. Given the global scope of
this supply chain system, often would a categorical variable (for example, POL) contains more
than hundreds of locations (levels). When streamed into R, it was found that most of the
model’s algorithm would not accept more than 50 levels due to the memory commitment.
To answer this challenge, further pre-processing was done to convert all the
categorical variables into binary matrix variables in the final dataset. A dummyVars function
in the caret package was used to create a binary matrix for all levels of the categorical
variables (Kuhn, 2012). Consider Table 7.2.2, the following 6 rows of the variable POL were
stored originally in Excel format as strings. Using the dummyVars function, the subset was
transformed into columns of the levels of POL and each record was assigned a binary value
for the subsequent column as seen in Figure 7.2.1.
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Table 7.2.2 Sample columns of input variables in Excel

Figure 7.2.1 Binary matrix columns in R

7.2.3 Binding Columns
Consider a case where the conversion of categorical variables into binary strings have
been completed. Let time information of the day of the week, half month, and year of the
delivery were successfully derived. In reference to the data architecture diagram (Figure 5.2.2),
the database now would be transformed to Figure 7.2.2 for formatting compliance.
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Figure 7.2.2 Data pre-processing illustration

For all shipment records, there exists an equivalent database with half month, day of
the week, binary strings, and public holidays as the input variables. Out of these shipment
records, shipments which have been completed would have an actual shipment duration
available for model training. Other shipments, in process of being completed, would then be
considered shipments the model would forecast and visualize in MicroStrategy.

7.3

Input Variables
As mentioned in the previous subsection, input (independent) variables in this

experiment were derived from the date, shipment logistics, and public holidays information.
More details are discussed here in which particular categorical variables were chosen as the
independent variables for both the IBC and WGS cases. In this subsection, further explanation
was provided on how one would use public holidays information to infer delays and
congestions for model training.
7.3.1 From Data
The training set was originally prepared with all input variables made available.
Altogether, models were trained using this training set to come up with variable importance
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factor. Five categorical variables with the highest variable importance measure were selected
as the independent variables which will be converted into binary strings. These variables were
selected out of 34 and 39 attributes for the IBC and WGS cases, respectively.
The number five was an arbitrary number decided by the management to reduce the
number of independent variables. Although subjective, the intention was to compromise
between accuracy and computing time, which would be unsurmountable should all input
variables be used. Listed below are the variables used in this experiment.
Variables for IBC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Carrier Name
Service and Container Type
Plant
POD
POL

Variables for WGS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brand
Carrier Name
Mode
Plant
State Name

Intuitively, location information (Plant-POD-POL for IBC, Plant-State Name for
WGS) were up on the list as they would convey information of the distance traveled. Carriers
were found to be relevant as not all carriers would conduct identical routes nor logistics (and
administration) strategies. With respect to IBC, service and container type were found to be
relevant since the processing time, and hence delay, for a particular container at a port would
correspond to the type of container and service of the shipment. Meanwhile, WGS brand
information was found to be relevant since it contrasted the overall whole goods delivery
according to a finer granularity level.
7.3.2 Public Holidays
Out of the 63 public holidays listed before, five were chosen to assist the model in
relating labor unavailability to the shipment. Christmas, Easter, Chinese New Year,
International Labor day, and U.S. Thanksgiving were chosen to be incorporated in the model
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as most parts were manufactured in Asia (China) and these finished products were sold in the
U.S..
Since not all of these holidays are not celebrated on a fixed Gregorian calendar setting
every year, manual entry of each holiday was done for the training set and test set. All dates
corresponding to the holidays were gathered and an additional column was generated to
denote the difference of days of a shipment with the corresponding holiday. For example,
consider a case where a shipment was generated on Oct 31, 2015. The particular record of this
shipment would then acquire five additional columns consisting the difference of days for the
five holidays mentioned above. The general mechanism was shown in Table 7.3.1 below.
Table 7.3.1 Sample date to integer public holiday transformation

With respect to programming, one would need to load the dates of the holidays across
the years. The size of the dataset would grow proportional to the span of years of observation.
A simple if then scenario needs to be present to conduct proper subtraction of days between
the date of shipment with the date of the holiday. A pseudo code below details the mechanism
needed.
Pre-load the list of holidays across years
Set yearCheck as the earliest year of the training set
If (shipmentYear is NOT EQUAL TO yearCheck)
Then (yearCheck == yearCheck + 1 and repeat if loop)
Else {
Gather holiday dates of the year
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Subtract TrueOriginDate from holiday dates
Generate a column for each holiday if no column is present yet
If a column is already present, append the record on existing
column
}

7.4

Salvaging Records
In this section, the necessary steps were detailed to increase the number of usable

records for the model. With respect to the limitation of the previous model, some of the records
with empty variables may then be scored instead of being excluded from the prediction model.
7.4.1 Addressing Origin and Termination Dates
When training the model, the origin and termination date of the shipment must be
present to compute the number of days needed to complete the particular shipment. Should
the termination date in a record be present, further pre-processing may be needed if there are
dates present for both Shipped from Origin and Depart from CFS columns. Otherwise, this
record would be excluded from the training set.
If both columns are null or empty, the corresponding record would be excluded from
the final training set. If only one of the two columns are present, the script would immediately
use the non-empty column as the origin dates. If both columns are present, attempt
computation of the actual shipment duration from each column. Inter-Quartile Range (IQR)
rule was used to set the lower and upper limit of the shipment duration (Han & Kamber, 2006).
In the IBC dataset, for example, 15 and 90 days were the lower and upper limit, respectively.
Should both columns fall within the IQR, Shipped from Origin would be the origin date. The
following pseudo code below serves as a brief example.
Subset only dataset with ArrivedAtFinalPlant date AND (ShippedFromOrigin
OR DepartFromCFS) date present
For (f in 1 to number of row in dataset){
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If (only either ShippedFromOrigin or DepartFromCFS is present in
row f) Then (TrueOriginDate for row f <- the non-empty column)
Elseif (ArrivedAtFinalPlant – ShippedFromOrigin >=
IQRLowLimit & ArrivedAtFinalPlant – ShippedFromOrigin <=
IQRUpperLimit) Then (TrueOriginDate for row f <ShippedFromOrigin)
Elseif (ArrivedAtFinalPlant – DepartFromCFS >= IQRLowLimit &
ArrivedAtFinalPlant – DepartFromCFS <= IQRUpperLimit) Then
(TrueOriginDate for row f <- DepartFromCFS)
Else (Exclude this row from the final dataset)

}
7.4.2 Addressing Empty or Null Shipment Variables
Consider the dataset filtered by GT Nexus, given the agreed upon data quality, there
are still records with null variables. Some variables are more important for the purpose of
prediction, for example, manufacturing ID may be less important for prediction than the plant
location or POL location. Although null variable(s) may pose data quality issue, attempts to
infer information from these subsets of records with null variables were done.
Consider the IBC case of the experiment, the variables used in IBC prediction model
are Carrier Name, Container Type, Plant, POD, POL, Service Type. In this subset of variables,
the subset was split further into two, one being the location information (POL, POD, Plant)
while the remaining being the service information (Carrier Name, Container Type, Service
Type). Records would be excluded only if there are more than one variable missing in each
subset. The following pseudo code serves as a brief example.
If (~(POL AND POD) OR (Plant AND POD) OR (Plant AND POL) for row
f),
Then (Exclude this row from the final dataset)
If (~(CarrierName AND ContainerType) OR (CarrierName AND
ServiceType) OR (ContainerType AND ServiceType) for row f),
Then (Exclude this row from the final dataset)
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7.5

Cross-Comparison Performance Analysis
Eight models are considered for the particular experiment. Regression type families

and decision/tree type models are used through the caret package in R. Each model was
trained through 5 cross-validation and 3 replications. The model with the lowest RMSE and
highest R2 was chosen to be further refined using parameter tuning and calibration (Kuhn and
Johnson, 2013).
With an average of 38% R2 and 3.25 RMSE, random forest is the best performing
model. K-nearest neighbors, elastic net, linear regression, partial least square (PLS), and
multivariate adaptive regression spline (MARS) are found to be inferior compared to random
forest. These models’ performance metrics are 30% R2 and 3.45 RMSE on average. Simpler
model (k-nearest neighbors) should be chosen if random forest is found to be infeasible at any
point of time in the future (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013). In Figure 7.5.1 the sorted list of models
with respect to R2 and RMSE were shown.

Figure 7.5.1 Cross comparison of R2 and RMSE measures across models

Classification and regression trees (CART)’s average performance is 24% R2 and 3.56
RMSE. Bagged tree’s average performance is 23% R2 and 3.61 RMSE. Random forest is
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outperforming these two models even though all three comes from the same tree based family
of models. The next subsection is dedicated to explaining the properties of random forest. The
purpose of this subsection is to provide understanding on why the model performing better.
7.6

Random Forest
Compared to a single model of the data, learning multiple models of the data has been

shown to improve classification error rate. The earliest mention of averaging multiple models’
results were made by Kwok and Carter in 1990. The authors were able to empirically observe
that averaging multiple decision trees with different structure consistently produces better
results (Kwok and Carter, 1990). This method of cross validation to reduce generalization
error is called ensembling (Hansen and Salamon, 1990).
Leo Breiman who first developed random forest formed multiple decision trees grown
from a randomized variant of the tree. Given a set of inputs, each tree votes for the most
popular class. Growing an ensemble of trees have resulted in better classification accuracy
(Breiman, 2001). Using these random selection of features yields error rates that compare
favorably to Adaboost (Freund and Schapire, 1996) but are more robust with respect to noise.
The random forest model used in this experiment naturally was superior compared to
CART and bagged tree due to the ensemble feature. Generating binary matrix, instead of
parametrizing the input variables, aided decision tree based models to perform better (Louppe,
2014). Randomization also helps to reduce masking effects, having to use a subset out of the
available input variables (158 columns in IBC and 208 columns in WGS).
The questions of ideal tree number and the proportion of input variables needed for
optimal random subspace were brought forward. In this experiment, the accuracy of the model
increases proportionally with the number of trees. In Figure 7.6.1, the sample error rate was
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shown. Consistent with Breiman’s paper, the error converges to a limit as the number of trees
in the forest becomes large (Breiman, 2001). In this experiment, tuning of optimal proportion
of input variables was conducted using the tuneRF function in randomForest package.

Figure 7.6.1 Sample random forest error rate against the number of trees

7.6.1 Hit Ratio and Performance Summary
In Table 7.6.1, the hit ratio summary for WGS and IBC cases were shown. Figure 7.6.2
shows the breakdown of model performance at each node. To check for normality, an error
histogram according to the difference of days was shown in Figure 7.6.3.
Table 7.6.1 Hit ratio summary for IBC and WGS

Predicts

Hit Ratio

Components from Supplier to Plant (IBC)

56.82%

Whole goods from Departing Plant to Dealer (WGS)

59.60%
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Figure 7.6.2 Hit ratio across nodes for IBC
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Figure 7.6.3 Error histogram for the random forest model

7.6.2 Granularity Level and Parameter Tuning on WGS case
As seen in the Chapter 5, the WGS dataset was provided with different levels of
granularities for the product (model, product, family, and planning key) and dealer location
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(state, city, and ZIP code). A test was conducted on 20% of the training set (68,651 records)
to see if the current training set size was necessary. Moreover, a different set of input variables
were proposed in this section to analyze the trade-offs between computing time and hit ratio
(accuracy).
In Figure 7.6.4, the relative accuracy and computing efficiency of all model variants
were mapped. Model type A, B, and C were created to analyze whether if the year cutoff for
the training set was sufficient. It was found that a two-year cutoff was necessary and sufficient
since one-year cutoff did not contain enough information while more than two-years contained
more noise which decreases accuracy and increases computing time.

Figure 7.6.4 Relative accuracy against efficiency plot

Model type D indicated that the half month index was of significance in decreasing
computing time and increasing hit ratio. Model type E, with respect to dealer location,
indicated that ZIP code was too fine of a granularity level for the problem. Given that dealer’s
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state was a sufficient input variable, model type F to I showed that the additional product
information was unnecessary as it only increased computing time while decreasing the hit
ratio of the model. From this analysis, it was found that model A had the best hit ratio (59.6%)
while model B had the best computing time (976 seconds) as seen in Table 7.6.2.
Table 7.6.2 Parameter list for WGS case

Features (Input Variables)

Year Span

Computing Time
(Seconds)

Accuracy
(Hit Ratio)

Type

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth,

13-14

3,702

59.6 %

A

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth,

14

976

43.7 %

B

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth,

11-14

6,424

45.0 %

C

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, Month

13-14

4,062

58.2 %

D

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, ZIP,
DayNum, HalfMonth,

13-14

282,761

39.7 %

E

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth, Family

13-14

11,930

49.9 %

F

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth, Planning Key

13-14

56,863

42.5 %

G

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth, Model

13-14

78,462

41.0 %

H

Brand, Carrier, Mode, Plant, State,
DayNum, HalfMonth, Product

13-14

5,772

58.1%

I
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Chapter 8
Results and Discussions

In this section, the summary of the work is discussed with respect to its capability in
mitigating communication failure and improving supply chain service level. All dashboards
were done in MicroStrategy while the prediction results were generated in R. The back-end
developer perspective on the prediction model and the front-end user perspective on the
visualization were two key components for the completion of this entity duration prediction
experiment. With the graphical user interface (GUI) discussed in the previous section, this
section will end with conclusions and some remarks on possible future work.

8.1

Summary of Work
From the previous section, the role of MicroStrategy as a display tool and R for

analytics was discussed. The random forest model, shown in Figure 8.1.1 is characterized by
its training and scoring capabilities. When training, past records from MicroStrategy’s schema
are input to the model. Second, the categorical input variables were pre-processed
(transformed into binary strings). Third, R was programmed to bind the columns of categorical
and numerical input variables based on their primary key (container number or shipment
number).
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Train

RandomForest
Code

Get input
variables

DummyVars

Subset the data
for 2 years

Keep all levels for
scoring

Generate model

Keep model for
scoring

Get predictors
Score
Load
DummyVarData,
load Levels

Predict

Figure 8.1.1 Flow diagram of the final code

After the input variables were transformed into the desired format, the training dataset
was limited to only the past 2 years based on the empirical tuning results in the previous
section. In this training section, the model was generated and kept for scoring. Once a user
accessed any dashboard features affiliated with the prediction model, the scoring capability
was automatically triggered to generate results based on the variables affiliated with the
shipment record.
When scoring is triggered, shipment records from MicroStrategy’s schema that have
not complete the trip are input variables (predictors). Once the data was sufficient in terms of
quality (missing columns, mistyped dates, etc.), the categorical input variables were preprocessed (transformed into binary strings) and the program binds this set of categorical input
variables with the numerical ones. Using the levels and dummyVar data from the model trained,
each shipment record scored was guaranteed to contain the identical interpretation for its
binary strings. In other words, it was guaranteed that the nth binary refers to the nth input
variables in the training dataset. Following this operation, shipment duration prediction results
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were generated in R and passed on to MicroStrategy as a metric. Once the results enter
MicroStrategy, they were matched with the shipment records according to the primary key
when displayed in the dashboard for one-to-one matching.

8.2

Mitigating Communication Failure
Plant managers are often tasked with managing the container yard of his or her plant

to ensure smooth loading, unloading, and storage operations. In order to do so, the expected
container arrival date is a necessary information to decide which container should be allocated
to which location before arrival. Currently in the industry, plant managers would refer to the
delivery frequency written in the contract as an estimate. Since carriers (providers) are not
able to ensure all containers to meet the delivery frequency, the estimate often leads to early
delivery (holding cost) and late delivery (shortage cost).
When addressing these costs, plant managers need to be effective in allocating
resources to find out the cause of these early deliveries or delays. The dashboard seen in Figure
8.2.1 below, operated under some pseudo data, is designed to help summarize the number of
containers delayed (or arrived early) according to its nodes. Containers who were excessively
late (subjectively defined by managers) were flagged as red, early as yellow, while on time as
green. Containers who were late, early, or on time at the origin, ocean, and destination part of
the delivery were documented to provide an over-compassing summary of the whole supply
chain network.
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Figure 8.2.1 Plant manager dashboard

The dashboard is designed to cater to plant managers located around the world (see
Figure 8.2.1). On the top section of the page, information was provided on the time of last
data update. As plant managers are concerned only on the aggregate details, only those are
provided. By clicking on the filter button the user can select a particular container. The filter
button allows plant managers to show containers on the dashboard according to ports, carriers,
container types, and date attributes. This provides the plant managers with the flexibility to
gather insights for improvement opportunities at multiple levels of granularity.
During the day to day operations, some containers may hold more value than another
due to manufacturing constraints (machine breakdowns, spike in demand, etc.). Before the
creation of these dashboards, plant managers are required to contact providers via email or
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phone as providers only have access to transportation personnel. This process takes days and
resources allocated from the administrative side are often demanding.
To reduce the amount of resources expensed for information gathering, the dashboard
shown in Figure 8.2.2 below was designed. For each primary key of the shipment record, the
arrival and departure dates of each shipment were generated at each node. Dates were
tabulated on the upper row of the cell, while the difference between the actual and predicted
shipment dates were tabulated on the lower row of the cell.

Figure 8.2.2 Container specific dashboard

The dashboard was designed and color coded to visualize each component of the
overall shipment. For each node, the transit and dwell times were derived from the arrival and
departure dates. If any of these transit and dwell times deviate from the predicted shipment
duration, a color was assigned to notify the plant manager who is viewing the dashboard.
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Compared to the previous method, these dashboards combined with the filtering capability
have reduced the cost of asset monitoring.

8.3

Improving Service Level
Considering an arbitrary reach of a company’s sales, regional managers are often

assigned to control the delivery service level at each respective region within the reach. When
an initiative to improve upon the service level is proposed to the management, given a limited
resource, the question of which region to be improvised first would arise. To provide an
effective visualization, a dashboard as was designed to answer the limits of current decision
making process.
Consider a pseudo-dataset of a company with the U.S. as the reach of its sales. The
regional sales are defined as the states within the U.S.. As seen in Figure 8.3.1 below, each of
these states are color coded according to the average deviation between actual and predicted
shipment durations. On the bottom and right side of the dashboard, user may toggle an
alternate view which groups the dataset according to carriers instead of states.
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Figure 8.3.1 Regional management dashboard

Information about the prediction results and actual shipment durations are aggregated
into multiple granularity levels. Both the actual and predicted shipment durations are
aggregated overall, state-wise, and carrier-wise. The sample size (volume) for each state and
carrier are also shown to provide better insights on the severity.
Consider the pseudo-dataset, for example, one may conclude that the state Texas was
not only accurate (within 0.03 days on average), but also contains the most volume out of all
states. On the other hand, one may visibly inspect that deliveries to states in the mid-central
and south Atlantic region required on average more days than predicted. The dashboard was
deemed an effective application to improve regional based supply chain management because
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of two reasons. One, it promotes quantitative reasoning in allocating resources for
improvements and two, it provides transparency on the service level of all carriers.
With regards to maintenance, the model requires periodic inspections to ensure that it
is still valid. A reactive approach would be to create a tracking signal and review the model
when the tracking signal is outside the control limit (Ravindran, 2016). A proactive approach,
for example, would be to consult with plant managers regarding the validity of the model.
Therefore, a dashboard which visualizes the accuracy of the model is made available as a
media to bridge the knowledge difference between developers and plant managers.
The dashboard as seen in Figure 8.3.2 below is designed to connect the developers and
plant managers regarding the model. Visualization is made to ease inspection, not eliminate
the need of scientific methods (QQ test, 𝜒 2 test, etc.) to determine the validity. For example,
a plant manager from location A questioned the validity of the model in predicting shipments
coming to location A. Developers may filter the incoming dataset and visualize the histograms
of actual and predicted shipment durations on specifically location A. Developers, along with
the plant manager, may inspect if the actual shipment durations’ histogram (distribution) was
still being captured by the model. Should the inspection resulted in unsatisfactory result, the
developers would proceed with their methods of choice to resolve the issue.
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Figure 8.3.2 Histogram view dashboard

The bottom half of the dashboard is designed to display a more specific table of
shipment records. User may filter the histogram’s dataset according to the actual shipment
duration (days) recorded. The table located in the bottom half of this dashboard allows user to
tabulate the difference of days at the primary key level (shipment or container number). This
feature allows decision makers, for example, to check whether if manual fine-tuning is
beneficial for certain shipments.
With this insight, developers may gather inferences which would indicate the urgency
to tune the model for specific cases. For example, user may select shipments that took more
than 28 days for analysis purposes. If there appears to be consistent over (or under) shoot from
the model, developers may decide to calibrate the model for this specific instance. In any case,
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the dashboard improved the plant manager’s service level as it provided a more accurate
prediction for resource planning. Correspondingly, carriers were benefited by this calibration
as more shipments were classified as accurate. Higher accuracy score would serve as a clear
key performance index for the carriers as they proceed for the next bidding.
8.4

Conclusions
Given the current dataset generated by GT Nexus, techniques to infer and salvage

incomplete records were exhibited in the analysis of this experiment. Within this experiment,
binary matrix transformation was done in R for all the categorical variables. Afterwards, these
columns of binary variables were bound with the quantitative variables. These pre-processing
is necessary to ensure standardized data format before being processed by the model.
The management is provided with a list of eight models - random forest, k-nearest
neighbors, elastic net, linear regression, partial least square, MARS, CART, and bagged tree
- which aim to predict entity’s shipment duration. Out of these eight, the random forest model
was chosen to be the final model implemented in MicroStrategy. The final model’s hit ratio
was 83% and 58% in training to training set scoring and training to test set scoring,
respectively. The current model’s error histogram followed normal distribution. This implies
that the behavior is picked up by the data-driven model, but more information is needed to
increase the hit ratio.
A graphical user interface (GUI) feature was made available using the MicroStrategyR
package. The deployR function was utilized to display the tunable parameters of the model
including its number of variables used, number of trees to be grown, and training set date span.
These dashboards were designed to promote transparency of carriers in providing their supply
chain services, better carriers were bound to have quantitative reasoning for the rights to
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negotiate in the next contract term and bidding. Moreover, accurate prediction of shipments’
duration would internally save the company from shortage of holding cost of resource
planning.

8.5

Future Work
The models need to consider the following:
1. Allow domain experts’ comments on shipment records
2. Gather port congestion data to understand its behavior (utility spike, labor strike, etc.)
3. Add hazardous state and volume of product into the dataset
Comments on shipment records may be processed using keyword tagging. Important

words which would occur on multiple occasions will be an indicator of similar shipment in
the near future. Port congestion would provide information about the external factors. For
example, taking into account a heavily congested port, one would expect a higher dwell time
when loading or unloading. Hazardous state and volume of products being shipped would
incorporate information about the amount of scrutiny by the administration or customs would
occur. While the hazardous state of the products may be stated as a binary factor, the volume
may be binned into an ordinal variable for actual processing.
Although the current dashboards are designed to visualize prediction, one may
consider the alternative of real-time tracking instead of prediction. Given the shortage and
holding cost of a shipment, the punctuality of delivery for higher value products are often
intolerable. Should these cases occur, live tracking would be more suited for the purpose of
asset management instead of prediction.
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Appendix - I
Machine Learning in R
R is a programming language, mostly used by statisticians and quantitative analysts.
It is an open-source software project where you have source codes open for inspection and
modification to anyone. As with all open-source systems, R has open interfaces and readily
integrates with other applications and systems.
First created by Ross Ihaka in 1993, it is now being used by 2 million users worldwide.
The add-on “packages” allow users to download methods of statistical analysis that has been
validated by the R community. In this thesis, R will serve as a software to process all the data
gathered. Some functionalities offered by R that will often be used are listed below:


Read and write datasets from and to an Excel (.csv) file



Data pre-processing and quality checks



Machine learning training and scoring



Provide graphical representation on cross-comparison predictive model analysis
The fact that R is free adds another feature when one would consider other statistical

software(s) from an economic standpoint. R has been known to be used in tech, banking, and
healthcare institutions for forecasting, reporting, and risk analysis. In this thesis, scripts were
tested and debugged in R before being saved in a designated computer’s directory as a .txt file.
In Chapter 6, detailed discussion was provided on how MicroStrategy can call and connect to
the model whenever needed.
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Appendix - II
Algorithm Codes
This chapter lists all the codes that have been written for cross-comparison
performance analysis, data filtering, and shipment duration prediction
Cross Comparison Performance Analysis
setwd("C:/Users/Rico Polim/Desktop/Cross Comparison")
library(plyr)
library(randomForest)
library(caret)
trainSet <- read.csv("trainSet.csv")
testSet <- read.csv("testSet.csv")
inputTrain <- trainSet[c(-1)]
inputScore <- testSet
controlObject <- trainControl(method="repeatedcv", repeats=3, number=5)
enetGrid <- expand.grid(.lambda=c(0,.01,.1), .fraction=seq(0.1,1,length=10))
linearReg <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="lm", trControl=controlObject)
partialLeastSq <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="pls", preProc=c("center","scale"),
tuneLength=20, trControl=controlObject)
MARS <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="earth", tuneGrid =
expand.grid(.degree=2,.nprune=2:15), trControl=controlObject)
rpartModel <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="rpart", tuneLength=25,
trControl=controlObject)
knnModel <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="knn", tuneLength=20,
trControl=controlObject)
treebag <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="treebag", trControl=controlObject)
rfModel <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="rf", tuneLength=4, ntrees=300,
importance=TRUE, trControl=controlObject)
enetModel <- train(SHIPDURATION~., data=inputTrain, method="enet", preProc = c(“center”,”scale”),
tuneGrid=enetGrid, trControl=controlObject)
allResamples <- resamples(list("Linear Reg"=linearReg,"PLS"=partialLeastSq,
"MARS"=MARS, "CART"=rpartModel, "Bagged Tree"=treebag, "Random Forest"=rfModel, "KNearest"=knnModel, "Elastic Net"=enetModel))
parallelplot(allResamples, main="RMSE Cross Validated Across Models")
parallelplot(allResamples, main="Rsquared Cross Validated Across Models", metric="Rsquared")
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Rscript Declaration for MicroStrategy
#MICROSTRATEGY_BEGIN
#
#RVAR ShippedFromOrigin -input -string -vector
#RVAR DepartFromCFS -input -string -vector
#RVAR ArrivedAtFinalPlant -input -string -vector
#RVAR Vars -input -string -vector -repeat
#
#RVAR TrainMode -parameter BooleanParam1
#RVAR FileName -parameter StringParam2
#RVAR NumTree -parameter NumericParam1
#RVAR NumVar -parameter NumericParam2
#RVAR Seed -parameter NumericParam3
#RVAR StartYear -parameter NumericParam4
#RVAR StartMonth -parameter NumericParam5
#RVAR StartDate -parameter NumericParam6
#RVAR EndYear -parameter NumericParam7
#RVAR EndMonth -parameter NumericParam8
#RVAR EndDate -parameter NumericParam9
#
#RVAR ClassId -output -numeric -vector #Metric Expression: RScript<_RScriptFile="C:\Program Files
(x86)\R Integration Pack\RScripts\Test Total_CnhRF.txt", _InputNames="ShippedFromOrigin,
DepartFromCFS, ArrivedAtFinalPlant, Vars", StringParam2="Test_Total_CnhRF",
NumericParam1=500, NumericParam2=50, NumericParam3=33, NumericParam4=2013,
NumericParam5=1, NumericParam6=1, NumericParam7=2014, NumericParam8=12,
NumericParam9=31>(ShippedFromOrigin, DepartFromCFS, ArrivedAtFinalPlant, Vars)
#RVAR Class -output -string -vector #Metric Expression: RScript<_RScriptFile="C:\Program Files
(x86)\R Integration Pack\RScripts\Test Total_CnhRF.txt", _InputNames="ShippedFromOrigin,
DepartFromCFS, ArrivedAtFinalPlant, Vars", [_OutputVar]="Class",
StringParam2="Test_Total_CnhRF", NumericParam1=500, NumericParam2=50, NumericParam3=33,
NumericParam4=2013, NumericParam5=1, NumericParam6=1, NumericParam7=2014,
NumericParam8=12, NumericParam9=31>(ShippedFromOrigin, DepartFromCFS, ArrivedAtFinalPlant,
Vars)
if(exists("mstr.WorkingDir")) setwd(mstr.WorkingDir) #Working Directory if executed by
MicroStrategy
#
#MICROSTRATEGY_END
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Data Filtering and Pre-Processing
mstr.ErrMsg <- tryCatch({
#tryCatch for Exception
Handling
if(exists("mstr.WorkingDir")) setwd(mstr.WorkingDir) #Working Directory if executed
by MicroStrategy
timer <- proc.time()
#Start a timer
#Check to see if package(s) are installed, install if not and then load
CheckInstallPackages <- function(pkgs){
x <- lapply(pkgs, function(pkg){
if(!do.call("require", list(pkg))) {
# Load the package if available,
try(install.packages(pkg, lib=.Library,
repos="http://cran.rstudio.com")) # Silently attempt to install
into the default library
tryCatch(do.call("library", list(pkg)),
# Catch error if it wasn't
installed
error = function(err) {
if(!interactive()) {
# If non-interactive, install into
personal library
personalLibPath <- Sys.getenv("R_LIBS_USER")
if(is.na(match(personalLibPath, .libPaths()))) {
dir.create(personalLibPath, recursive = TRUE)
.libPaths(personalLibPath)
}
install.packages(pkg, lib=personalLibPath,
# Attempt to install
package into personal library
repos="http://cran.rstudio.com") # if this fails, raise the error
back to the report
do.call("library", list(pkg))
}
}
)
}
})
}
#Load packages
CheckInstallPackages("randomForest")
#Load the "randomForest"
package
CheckInstallPackages("caret")
CheckInstallPackages("lubridate")
CheckInstallPackages("memoise")
#Get the data
if(exists("mstr.ExFlag")) {
#If this is executed by
MicroStrategy
#Usual dummyVar prep
if(TrainMode){
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# get the data
df <- data.frame(cbind(ShippedFromOrigin, DepartFromCFS,
ArrivedAtFinalPlant, Vars))
# parametrize start and end date cutoff for training set
StartYear <- StartYear
StartMonth <- StartMonth
StartDate <- StartDate
EndYear <- EndYear
EndMonth <- EndMonth
EndDate <- EndDate
Start <- paste(StartYear,"/",StartMonth,"/",StartDate,sep="")
End <- paste(EndYear,"/",EndMonth,"/",EndDate,sep="")
# Format the date parameters so it's workable
df$ShippedFromOrigin <- as.Date(as.character(df$ShippedFromOrigin),
"%m/%d/%Y")
df$DepartFromCFS <- as.Date(as.character(df$DepartFromCFS),
"%m/%d/%Y")
df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant <- as.Date(as.character(df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant),
"%m/%d/%Y")
# Subset based on presence of milestone dates
df <- subset(df, !is.na(ArrivedAtFinalPlant) & (!is.na(ShippedFromOrigin)
| !is.na(DepartFromCFS)))
# Subset based on presence of information
df <- subset(df, (!is.na(V8) & !is.na(V7)) | (!is.na(V8) & !is.na(V6)) |
(!is.na(V7) & !is.na(V6)))
df <- subset(df, (V8 != "" & V7 != "") | (V8 != "" & V6 != "") |
(V7 != "" & V6 != ""))
df <- subset(df, (!is.na(V4) & !is.na(V5)) | (!is.na(V4) & !is.na(V9)) |
(!is.na(V5) & !is.na(V9)))
df <- subset(df, (V4 != "" & V5 != "") | (V4 != "" & V9 != "") |
(V5 != "" & V9 != ""))
# Create TrueOriginDate from selections of ShippedFromOrigin combined with
DepartFromCFS
TrueOriginDate <- as.Date(vector())
for (f in 1:nrow(df)){
if(is.na(df$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) & !is.na(df$DepartFromCFS[f]))
{TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(df$DepartFromCFS[f])} else {
if(!is.na(df$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) & is.na(df$DepartFromCFS[f]))
{TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(df$ShippedFromOrigin[f])} else {
if(!is.na(df$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) & !is.na(df$DepartFromCFS[f])) {
if((df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant[f] - df$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) >= 15 &
(df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant[f] - df$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) < 90) {
TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(df$ShippedFromOrigin[f])} else {
if((df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant[f] - df$DepartFromCFS[f]) >= 15
& (df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant[f] - df$DepartFromCFS[f]) < 90) {
TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(df$DepartFromCFS[f])}
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}
}
}
}
}
OriYear <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$year+1900
Christmas <- c("2011/12/25", "2012/12/25", "2013/12/25", "2014/12/25",
"2015/12/25", "2016/12/25", "2017/12/25", "2018/12/25")
Christmas <- as.Date(Christmas)
ChYear <- as.POSIXlt(Christmas)$year+1900
DiffChristmas <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[1])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[2])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[3])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[4])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[4] TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[5])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
Easter <- c("2011/04/24", "2012/04/08", "2013/03/31", "2014/04/20", "2015/04/05",
"2016/03/27", "2017/04/16", "2018/04/01")
Easter <- as.Date(Easter)
EasYear <- as.POSIXlt(Easter)$year+1900
DiffEaster <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[1])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[2])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[3])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[4])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[5])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
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CNY <- c("2011/02/03", "2012/01/22", "2013/02/09", "2014/01/30", "2015/02/18",
"2016/02/08", "2017/01/28", "2018/02/16")
CNY <- as.Date(CNY)
CNYYear <- as.POSIXlt(CNY)$year+1900
DiffCNY <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[1])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[2])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[3])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[4])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[5])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[5] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
LaborDay <- c("2011/05/01", "2012/05/01", "2013/05/01", "2014/05/01",
"2015/05/01", "2016/05/01", "2017/05/01", "2018/05/01")
LaborDay <- as.Date(LaborDay)
LaborYear <- as.POSIXlt(LaborDay)$year+1900
DiffLaborDay <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[1])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[2])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[3])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[4])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[4] TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[5])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
ThanksDay <- c("2011/11/24", "2012/11/22", "2013/11/21", "2014/11/27",
"2015/11/26", "2016/11/24", "2017/11/23", "2018/11/22")
ThanksDay <- as.Date(ThanksDay)
ThanksYear <- as.POSIXlt(ThanksDay)$year+1900
DiffThanksDay <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[1])
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{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[2])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[3])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[4])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[4] TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[5])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
# Get day of TrueOriginDate and HalfMonthIndices, then cbind
ArrivedAtFinalPlant <- as.Date(df$ArrivedAtFinalPlant)
DayNum <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$wday
HalfMonth <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$mday
a <- c(16:31)
HalfMonth <- (HalfMonth %in% a)+1
MonthNum <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$mon
HalfMonthFix <- HalfMonth+MonthNum*2
Actual = as.numeric(ArrivedAtFinalPlant - TrueOriginDate)
q3 <- quantile(Actual, .75)
q1 <- quantile(Actual, .25)
range <- q3 - q1
low <- q1 - 1.5*range
hi <- q3 + 1.5*range
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Data Transformation
df <- cbind(DiffChristmas, DiffEaster, DiffCNY, DiffLaborDay, DiffThanksDay, DayNum,
HalfMonthFix, Actual, TrueOriginDate, df)
# Only those with existing TrueOriginDate and less than 90 days
df <- subset(df, df$Actual >= low & df$Actual <= hi)
df <- df[,-c(10,11,12)]
#Subset the dataset according to start and end year
df <- subset(df, df$TrueOriginDate>= Start & df$TrueOriginDate <= End)
# Data's ready, start preparing the DataInput and DataResults
DiffChristmas <- df[,1]
DiffEaster
<- df[,2]
DiffCNY
<- df[,3]
DiffLaborDay <- df[,4]
DiffThanksDay
<- df[,5]
DayNum
<- df[,6]
HalfMonthNum
<- df[,7]
Actual
<- df[,8]
VarsData
<- df[,-c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9)]
# DummyVars with levels = FALSE to avoid duplicates between factors
dummyVarData <- dummyVars(~., data=VarsData,levelsOnly=FALSE)
binData <- predict(dummyVarData, VarsData)
BinaryDataset <- cbind(binData, DiffChristmas, DiffEaster, DiffCNY, DiffLaborDay,
DiffThanksDay, HalfMonthNum, DayNum, Actual)
# Dissect Columns to training predictors (DataInput) and training results (ResData)
ColNum <- ncol(BinaryDataset)-1
DataInput <- as.matrix(BinaryDataset[,c(1:ColNum)])
ResData <- BinaryDataset[,c(ncol(BinaryDataset))]
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Model Training and Scoring
}
else {
# SCORING instead of TRAINING
load(paste(FileName, ".Rdata",sep=""))
dfTest <- data.frame(cbind(ShippedFromOrigin, DepartFromCFS, ArrivedAtFinalPlant,
Vars))
dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin <- as.Date(as.character(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin),
"%m/%d/%Y")
dfTest$DepartFromCFS <- as.Date(as.character(dfTest$DepartFromCFS),
"%m/%d/%Y")
dfTest$ArrivedAtFinalPlant
StartYear <- StartYear
StartMonth <- StartMonth
StartDate <- StartDate
EndYear <- EndYear
EndMonth <- EndMonth
EndDate <- EndDate
Start <- paste(StartYear,"/",StartMonth,"/",StartDate,sep="")
End <- paste(EndYear,"/",EndMonth,"/",EndDate,sep="")
# Subset based on presence of milestone dates and recentness
dfTest <- subset(dfTest, !is.na(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin)
| !is.na(dfTest$DepartFromCFS))
dfTest <- subset(dfTest, (dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin > End) | (dfTest$DepartFromCFS
> End))
# Subset based on presence of information
dfTest <- subset(dfTest, (!is.na(V8) & !is.na(V7)) | (!is.na(V8) & !is.na(V6)) |
(!is.na(V7) & !is.na(V6)))
dfTest <- subset(dfTest, (V8 != "" & V7 != "") | (V9 != "" & V7 != "") |
(V8 != "" & V7 != ""))
dfTest <- subset(dfTest, (!is.na(V4) & !is.na(V5)) | (!is.na(V4) & !is.na(V9)) |
(!is.na(V5) & !is.na(V9)))
dfTest <- subset(dfTest, (V4 != "" & V5 != "") | (V4 != "" & V9 != "") |
(V5 != "" & V9 != ""))
# Create TrueOriginDate from selections of ShippedFromOrigin combined with
DepartFromCFS
TrueOriginDate <- as.Date(vector())
for (f in 1:nrow(dfTest)){
if(is.na(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) & !is.na(dfTest$DepartFromCFS[f]))
{TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(dfTest$DepartFromCFS[f])} else {
if(!is.na(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) & is.na(dfTest$DepartFromCFS[f]))
{TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin[f])} else {
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if(!is.na(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin[f]) & !is.na(dfTest$DepartFromCFS[f]))
{TrueOriginDate[f] <- as.Date(dfTest$ShippedFromOrigin[f])}
}
}
}
OriYear <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$year+1900
Christmas <- c("2011/12/25", "2012/12/25", "2013/12/25", "2014/12/25", "2015/12/25",
"2016/12/25", "2017/12/25", "2018/12/25")
Christmas <- as.Date(Christmas)
ChYear <- as.POSIXlt(Christmas)$year+1900
DiffChristmas <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[1])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[2])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[3])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[4])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ChYear[5])
{DiffChristmas[f] <- Christmas[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
Easter <- c("2011/04/24", "2012/04/08", "2013/03/31", "2014/04/20", "2015/04/05",
"2016/03/27", "2017/04/16", "2018/04/01")
Easter <- as.Date(Easter)
EasYear <- as.POSIXlt(Easter)$year+1900
DiffEaster <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[1])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[2])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[3])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[4])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == EasYear[5])
{DiffEaster[f] <- Easter[5] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
CNY <- c("2011/02/03", "2012/01/22", "2013/02/09", "2014/01/30", "2015/02/18",
"2016/02/08", "2017/01/28", "2018/02/16")
CNY <- as.Date(CNY)
CNYYear <- as.POSIXlt(CNY)$year+1900
DiffCNY <- vector()
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for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[1])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[2])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[3])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[4])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == CNYYear[5])
{DiffCNY[f] <- CNY[5] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
LaborDay <- c("2011/05/01", "2012/05/01", "2013/05/01", "2014/05/01", "2015/05/01",
"2016/05/01", "2017/05/01", "2018/05/01")
LaborDay <- as.Date(LaborDay)
LaborYear <- as.POSIXlt(LaborDay)$year+1900
DiffLaborDay <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[1])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[2])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[3])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[4])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == LaborYear[5])
{DiffLaborDay[f] <- LaborDay[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
ThanksDay <- c("2011/11/24", "2012/11/22", "2013/11/21", "2014/11/27", "2015/11/26",
"2016/11/24", "2017/11/23", "2018/11/23")
ThanksDay <- as.Date(ThanksDay)
ThanksYear <- as.POSIXlt(ThanksDay)$year+1900
DiffThanksDay <- vector()
for (f in 1:length(TrueOriginDate)){
if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[1])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[1] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[2])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[2] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[3])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[3] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[4])
{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[4] - TrueOriginDate[f]}
else {if(OriYear[f] == ThanksYear[5])
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{DiffThanksDay[f] <- ThanksDay[5] TrueOriginDate[f]}
}
}
}
}
}
# Get day of ShippedFromOrigin and HalfMonthIndices, then cbind
DayNum <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$wday
DayNum <- na.roughfix(DayNum)
HalfMonth <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$mday
HalfMonth <- na.roughfix(HalfMonth)
a <- c(16:31)
HalfMonth <- (HalfMonth %in% a)+1
MonthNum <- as.POSIXlt(TrueOriginDate)$mon
MonthNum <- na.roughfix(MonthNum)
HalfMonthFix <- HalfMonth+MonthNum*2
HalfMonthFix <- na.roughfix(HalfMonthFix)
dfTest <- cbind(DiffChristmas, DiffEaster, DiffCNY, DiffLaborDay, DiffThanksDay,
DayNum, HalfMonthFix, dfTest)
# Only those with existing TrueOriginDate and less than 90 days
dfTest <- dfTest[,-c(8,9,10)]
DiffChristmas <- dfTest[,1]
DiffEaster
<- dfTest[,2]
DiffCNY
<- dfTest[,3]
DiffLaborDay <- dfTest[,4]
DiffThanksDay
<- dfTest[,5]
DayNum <- dfTest[,6]
HalfMonthNum <- dfTest[,7]
VarsTest <- dfTest[,-c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7)]
for (f in 1:length(names(VarsTest))){
levels(VarsTest[,f]) <- union(levels(VarsTest[,f]),levels(VarsData[,f]))}
binData <- predict(dummyVarData, VarsTest)
BinaryDataset <- cbind(binData, DiffChristmas, DiffEaster, DiffCNY, DiffLaborDay,
DiffThanksDay, HalfMonthNum, DayNum)
DataInput <- as.matrix(BinaryDataset)
}
# Create a data frame from the target and input variables
if(length(mstr.InputNames) > 0) {
if(TrainMode){
colnames(df) <- mstr.InputNames
# Name these variables
} else {
colnames(dfTest) <- mstr.InputNames
}
}
set.seed(Seed)
} else { }
#Modeling
if(TrainMode) {
#If training,
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model <- randomForest(DataInput, ResData, ntree=numTree, mtry=numVar,
importance=TRUE)
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Results Output and Storage
dfTrain <- df
} else {

# Create a copy of the training data for saving

# Otherwise, load the model for scoring
}
Class <- as.numeric(round(predict(model,DataInput)))
#Return predictions from the
model
ClassId <- as.numeric(Class)
#Return predictions as numbers
timerXeq <-(proc.time() - timer)
#Capture Execution Timer for Rdata file
if(TrainMode) {
#If training, save the model and other objects
objs <- c("dfTrain", "model", "Class","Actual",
"timerXeq", "dummyVarData", "VarsData")
#List the objects to save
if(nchar(FileName)>0){
save(list=objs,
file=paste(FileName, ".Rdata",sep=""))
# Persist objects to file
}
}
if(!exists("mstr.ExFlag")) {
try(print(paste0("Success! Elapsed Time=",
format((proc.time() - timer)[3],
nsmall=3), "sec")))
# Print success message with overall time
}
mstr.ErrMsg <- ""
#If we made it here, no errors were caught
}, error = function(err) {
#Catch block to report an error
try(print(err))
# Print error message to console (using try to continue on any print
error)
return(err$message)
#Return error Message
})
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Public Holidays
CountryCode
CountryName
EventName12EventDate
12EventMonth
12EventLength
13EventDate
13EventMonth
13EventLength
14EventDate
14EventMonth
14EventLength
15EventDate
15EventMonth
15EventLength
World
World
New Year Eve
31
12
1
31
12
1
31
12
1
31
12
1
World
World
Christmas
24
12
2
24
12
2
24
12
2
24
12
2
World
World
New Year
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
US
United States
Independence
4
7
1
4
7
1
4
7
1
4
7
1
US
United States
Labor Day
3
9
1
2
9
1
1
9
1
7
9
1
US
United States
Thanksgiving
22
11
2
21
11
2
27
11
2
26
11
2
CA
Canada Independence
1
7
1
1
7
1
1
7
1
1
7
1
CA
Canada Labor Day
7
9
1
7
9
1
7
9
1
7
9
1
CA
Canada Thanksgiving
8
10
2
14
10
2
13
10
2
12
10
2
MX
Mexico Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
MX
Mexico Independence 16
9
1
16
9
1
16
9
1
16
9
1
BR
Brazil
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
BR
Brazil
Independence
7
9
1
7
9
1
7
9
1
7
9
1
BR
Brazil
Carnival
20
2
2
11
2
2
3
3
2
16
2
2
CN
China
Independence
1
10
3
1
10
3
1
10
3
1
10
3
CN
China
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
CN
China
Qing Ming Jie
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
CN
China
Chinese New Year22
1
5
9
2
5
30
1
5
18
2
5
CN
China
Dragon Boat
23
6
1
12
6
1
2
6
1
20
6
1
CN
China
Mid Autumn
30
9
1
19
9
1
8
9
1
27
9
1
TW
Taiwan Independence 10
10
1
10
10
1
10
10
1
10
10
1
TW
Taiwan Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
TW
Taiwan Qing Ming Jie
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
4
4
1
TW
Taiwan Chinese New Year22
1
5
9
2
5
30
1
5
18
2
5
TW
Taiwan Dragon Boat
23
6
1
12
6
1
2
6
1
20
6
1
TW
Taiwan Mid Autumn
30
9
1
19
9
1
8
9
1
27
9
1
IN
India
Independence 15
8
1
15
8
1
15
8
1
15
8
1
IN
India
Labor Day
2
10
1
2
10
1
2
10
1
2
10
1
JP
Japan
Independence
2
11
1
2
11
1
2
11
1
2
11
1
JP
Japan
Independence
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5
1
KR
Korea
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
KR
Korea
Independence
3
10
1
3
10
1
3
10
1
3
10
1
TR
Turkey Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
TR
Turkey Independence 29
10
1
29
10
1
29
10
1
29
10
1
CH
Switzerland
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
GB
United Kingdom
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
FR
France
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
IT
Italy
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
DK
Denmark Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
CZ
Czech Republic
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
BE
Belgium Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
DE
German Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
NL
Netherlands
Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
PL
Poland Labor Day
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
CH
Switzerland
EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
GB
United Kingdom
EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
FR
France
EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
IT
Italy
EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
DK
Denmark EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
CZ
Czech Republic
EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
BE
Belgium EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
DE
German EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
NL
Netherlands
EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
PL
Poland EU Day
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
8
5
2
CH
Switzerland
Independence
1
8
1
1
8
1
1
8
1
1
8
1
FR
France
Independence 14
7
1
14
7
1
14
7
1
14
7
1
IT
Italy
Independence 25
4
1
25
4
1
25
4
1
25
4
1
IT
Italy
Independence
2
6
1
2
6
1
2
6
1
2
6
1
DK
Denmark Independence
5
6
1
5
6
1
5
6
1
5
6
1
BE
Belgium Independence 21
7
1
21
7
1
21
7
1
21
7
1
DE
German Independence
3
10
1
3
10
1
3
10
1
3
10
1
NL
Netherlands
Independence
5
5
1
5
5
1
5
5
1
5
5
1
PL
Poland Independence
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5
1
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